The Annual Quality Assurance Report (AQAR) of the IQAC
Year of Report: 2011-2012
Name of the Institution: Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector 36 B, Chandigarh

Part A:
The plan of action chalked out by the IQAC in the beginning of the year
towards quality enhancement and the outcome achieved by the end of the
year.

Plan for the academic year 2011-2012
The plan of action chalked out by the IQAC in the beginning of the year aimed at the
overall development of the college. Ample thrust was given to infrastructure,
academic development, and co-curricular activities of the undergraduate and
postgraduate teaching departments as well as in the field of research. The main
proposals in the action plan and the outcome achieved by the end of the year were:
1. To highlight the issue of Human Values and Ethics and Spiritual Intelligence
in by organising UGC sponsored and CDC sponsored seminars.
2. To provide consultancy services to different education colleges regarding the
process for accreditation from NAAC
3. To organise an orientation programme on Social Evils & Role of Education to
Eradicate them.
4. To organise a workshop for revision of B.Ed curriculum, Punjab University,
Chandigarh.
5.

To initiate research projects from Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan Society.

6. To carry out activities

for educational

advancements in order to bring

excellence in academics and to bring all round development of the students
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Composition of IQAC 2011-2012

Chairperson:

Dr. Jyoti Khanna, Principal

Co-ordinator, IQAC:

Dr. Anuradha Agnihotri (IQAC)

Member Teachers :

Mrs Arvinder H Singh, Mrs. Sunil Bhutani,
Dr. Kiran Chopra, Dr. Batani Devi, Dr.
Agnese Dhillon, Dr. Kamini Gupta, Dr.
Anita Nangia.

Member Administration :

Dr. Amarjit Kaur, Mrs. Kiran Sharma, Mrs
Manjeet Kaur,

Mr. Prashant and Mr.

Parteek
Member Students :

Gagnita Chahal (M.Ed), Kanika Kochchar
(B.Ed)

Member from local society :

Sh. Promod Sharma ( Yuvsatta, NGO)

Member from management :

Sh. Nirmal Singh ji (Chairman, DSCE)

PART B:
1. Activities Reflecting the Goals and Objectives of the Institution
Motto
The motto of the college is “Acquire Knowledge Form Character” underlines
the need of education and knowledge for the upliftment of the character of
the prospective teacher.
Mission
To train a qualitative renewable talent bank of dedicated committed
educators who are:
 Intellectually well developed.
 Socially concerned.
 Morally upright.
 Spiritually oriented teacher citizen of India.
Vision
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Keeping in view the vision of revered Bhagwan Dev Atma, founder of Dev
Samaj, to empower and emancipate women, the vision of the college is to
shape, sensitize and inculcate in the prospective teachers a desire for
excellence combined with right attitudes, values and ideologies to:
 Achieve academic excellence through hardwork, critical thinking and
effective decision making.
 Facilitate learning among the pupils through appropriate skills and
methodologies.
 Exercise responsible leadership and render selfless service to the
community.

Institutional Objectives
The main objectives of the institution are:
 To provide holistic education to the prospective teachers enabling
them to engage in self-designed and self-motivated intellectual and
experiential inquiry which is comprehensive in its sources and efficient
in its outcome.
 To educate the minds and spirit of student teachers by providing them
value based education and such learning environment that fosters
character building and helps them to lead a life of learning and service.
 To develop critical capacities among teachers and students to use
research findings as a basis for improving their teaching.
 To produce professional teachers, who have the theoretical knowledge
and understanding, combined with practical skills, competencies and
commitment to teach to high national standards.
 To produce dedicated quality teachers to enhance the quality of
secondary education.
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ACTIVITIES ORGANIZED IN 2011-2012
Celebration of Important Days
Independence Day (15. 8. 2011)
The celebration ceremony of 65 th Independence Day of India was marked by greetings, patriotic
songs, dances and theatrical performances. The Chief Guest, Kumari Satyawati ji, Chairperson
of the college, hoisted the National Flag on the occasion. Principal Dr. (Mrs) Jyoti Khanna in her
message inspired the students to follow the path shown by our great freedom fighters. She
encouraged the young generation to come forward and lay the foundation of a strong nation as
thousands laid down their lives to make this country free and one should not forget the
sacrifices made by our National heroes.
Sadbhavna Divas (20.08.2011)
The NSS Units of the College observed Sadbhavna Divas to commemorate the 67th
birth anniversary of Sh. Rajiv Gandhi, the late Prime Minister of India. On this
occasion, Dr.Jyoti Khanna, Principal said that the teachers are the force which can
direct the heart of people towards peace and harmony in the world she also
motivated the students to keep up the spirit of togetherness at all times and not only
be reminded on a few special occasions. Dr. Richa Chibbar and Mrs. Kiranjit Sidhu
,NSS Programme Officers administered the pledge to all the volunteers and faculty
members to work for the emotional oneness and harmony of the people of India,
regardless of caste, creed, religion or language and to resolve all the differences
among us through dialogue and constitutional means without resorting to violence.
Poetry recitation, poster making, slogan writing competitions were also held to mark
the occasion. This was followed by a panel discussion on the theme “Corruption” in
which students presented their views regarding the role of students in the
eradication of corruption and suggested ways and means to courageously fight
against corruption in their day to day life.
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Teachers’ Day (5.9.11)
A colourful event was organised to celebrate Teacher’s Day. A motivational film, “Main Hi
Pathar, Main Hi Shilpi”, was screened for the students that emphasized on promoting value
education in schools for all round development of students.
Students presented their views in form of poems and speeches and expressed their gratitude
towards their teachers. They also presented a cultural programme comprising songs and
dances. Gargi Halder, an alumnus of the college entertained the audience with her melodious
voice. Teachers enjoyed the program and enthusiastically participated in the games organised
for them. The program concluded with honouring meritorious students of Post Graduate
Diploma in Guidance & Counselling, who attained distinction in Punjab University
examinations for the session 2010-2011. Dr. Batni Devi and Ms. Neha Chopra were felicitated
for their contribution in preparing the PG Diploma students and bringing laurels to the college.
Refreshments were later served to the students.
Hindi Diwas (14.9. 2011)
Hindi Diwas was celebrated with great enthusiasm and fervour in the college
premises. Kumari Satyawati Ji, Chairperson of the College was the chief guest on
the occasion. In her address to the gathering, she enlightened the students about the
contribution of Shri. Bhagwan Dev Aatma Ji, the founder of Dev Samaj, in
promotion of Hindi Language. She motivated the students to take pride in using the
mother tongue in everyday life. Various competitions including poetry recitation,
short story writing, essay writing and slogan writing were organised to mark the
occasion and the winners in all the categories were given awards. Dr. (Mrs.) Jyoti
Khanna, in her concluding speech emphasised on the significance of the language
and encouraged students to take it to greater heights. The Annual college magazine,
“Div Dipti”, was released on this occasion, by the chief guest Kumari Satyawati Ji.
Ozone Layer protection Day (16.9.2011)
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The United Nations' (UN) International Day for the Preservation of the Ozone Layer
is celebrated on September 16 every year. This event commemorates the date of the
signing of the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer in
1987. On this day various activities were organised in the college that focused on
topics related to the ozone layer, climate change and ozone depletion. The other
activities included were the promotion of ozone friendly products and awareness
talks for the Preservation of the Ozone Layer. The programme was concluded by the
distribution of awards to the participants.
Children Day (14.11.2012)
Children’s Day was celebrated with the children at Daddumajra, the adopted village
of the college in the vicinity of Chandigarh. “Meri Patrika”, an initiative of NSS
Units highlighting the moral values imparted by our spiritual leaders was released
by Tarsem Singh Rana, Sarpanch of the village. An informative Quiz, based on the
life history of Pandit Jawahar Lal Nehru, was also organised and the Prizes were
given to the winners. Sweets were distributed among village children to mark the
occasion. The programme ended with Dr. (Mrs.) Jyoti Khanna, Principal of the
college narrating some important incidents of Pandit ji’s life and appreciating the
efforts of Programme Officers – Dr. Richa Sharma, Mrs. Kiranjit and the NSS
volunteers.
National Integration Week (19th – 25th November, 2011)
National Integration Week was celebrated in various Government schools of
Chandigarh by the pupil teachers of the college during their practice teaching. Pupil
teachers presented their views on the theme of ‘National Integration’, and organised
various competitions like poster making and slogan writing in collaboration with
school staff and students. Students of classes 7 th and 8 th participated in essay writing
and poetry recitation competitions whereas, quiz competition was organised for the
students of 9th and 10th classes. Prizes were given to the deserving students by the
respective principals of the school.
Human Rights Day (10.12.11)
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On the same day Human Rights Day was also observed on December 10 to mark the
anniversary of the presentation of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Many
events were organised with the aim to educate people, especially children and
teenagers, on their human rights and the importance of upholding these in their own
communities and further afield. Cultural events were also presented by the students
to celebrate the importance of human rights through music and dance.
Tributes to Lal Bahadur Shastri (11.1.2012)
All the members of Dev Samaj including the principal, faculty and students paid
floral tribute to Shri. Lal Bahadur Shastri., the second Prime Minister and a
prominent figure of Indian Independence on his 46th death anniversary. Two
minutes silence was also observed in his memory the great leader who gave the
famous slogan ‘Jai Jawan, Jai Kisan’. Dr. (Mrs) Jyoti Khanna, in her address, shared
the vision of Shastri ji and asked the students to follow his footsteps and work
towards the betterment of mankind and nation at large.
National Youth Day (12.1.2012)
National Youth Day was celebrated to mark the birth anniversary of Swami
Vivekananda, pioneer of Indian spiritual renaissance. The program started with
lightening of the Deepshikha by Sh. Nirmal Singh Dhillon, Counsellor & new
Chairman of Dev Samaj Institutions Chandigarh, followed by thought provoking
poems and speeches on the life of the Legend by the prospective teachers. A short
film was also screened, highlighting the moral values imparted by the spiritual
leader, Swami Vivekananda.
Sh. Nirmal Singh Dhillon enlightened the pupil teachers about the principles and
ideals of great leaders and by giving them numerous incidents from the life of
Swami Vivekananda. He emphasised on service to humanity and compassion
towards one another. Dr. (Mrs.) Jyoti Khanna thanked the chief guest and shared her
views by saying that the great leader stressed on deep concentration and encouraged
students to follow the path shown by him. The programme was concluded with the
prize distribution ceremony.
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International Year of Chemistry (25-01-2012)
The Science Club of the college in collaboration with CREST, Chandigarh
Administration, celebrated International Year of Chemistry 2012.

Dr. Anuradha

Agnihotri welcomed Shri Santosh Kumar, IFS conservator- Forests, and the chief
guest on the occasion. Various competitions such as poster making, essay writing,
paper reading and PowerPoint presentation were held to highlight the role of
Chemistry in daily life. Sh. Santosh Kumar in his address to the prospective teachers
emphasised on the importance of pure sciences and made them conscious of rightful
career opportunities available in natural sciences and in the field of research. Prizes
were distributed in all the categories. The programme was concluded with a cultural
performance.
Republic Day (26.1.12)
Republic Day function was organised in the college campus. On this occasion,
students expressed their views through various speeches, poems and songs.
Principal, Dr. (Mrs.) Jyoti Khanna in her address highlighted the essence of the
celebration that the diverse languages, social norms, individual distinctiveness make
up India a wonderful multicultural country. A colourful programme on the eve of
Republic Day was organised also presented by the NSS volunteers of the college.

SENSITIZATION AND AWARENESS ACTIVITIES

Vigilance Awareness Week (31st Oct to 5thNovember, 2011)
Vigilance awareness week in collaboration with Hindustan Petroleum was observed
to bring about social awareness amongst the students about the need to be self
accountable to the society and nation. It also aimed to bring about awareness of the
rights and duties of the individual in curbing corruption both at social and economic
level. The week was commenced on 31st October 2011 with the administration of
pledge by Dr.Jyoti Khanna, Principal of the college.
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To mark the week other activities included were Poster making on the theme
“Eradication of Corruption”, Essay writing on the various themes like “Is
Corruption A Violation of Human Rights”; Self Vigilance to Eradicate Corruption in
Public Life” and “Information Technology is a tool to Curb Corruption or Facilitator
for a White Collar Crime”. The topics given for declamation contest were
“Transparency in Governance, Right to Information, Participative Vigilance, Ethics
in Governance and Integrity in public life”. A Panel Discussion was also held to
conclude the week.
Sh. M. K .Sharma, Chief Manager (Vigilance) Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Ltd.
was invited for the valedictory function on the concluding day of the week. In his
address to the students he said the main aim of the week is to fight corruption.”We
need to create a corruption free society. It will be possible when we will be vigilant
and aware to fight corruption” he added. Dr. Jyoti Khanna, Principal while
presenting vote of thanks to all present on the occasion appealed to the students that
we should consider it our duty and fight against corruption because corruption free
environment is essential for the success of the nation. Token of appreciation were
awarded to all the participants of various activities.
International Women’s day (8.3.2012)
The college celebrated International women’s Day with the residents of Savera, a
Short Stay Home for women, Sector 43 Chandigarh. A Panel Discussion on the
theme “Women Empowerment” was conducted by the Programme Officers Dr.
(Mrs.) Richa Sharma and Mrs. Kiranjit Kaur. The women inmates presented their
views by saying that this day is more important in a country like India as women are
not given the same platform as that of men. Women in India do not enjoy even basic
rights, the number of sexual abuse and domestic violence cases against women and
the number of issues against a women's health in India were the key issues that
should be stressed. Mrs. Lakhani in-charge of the centre said that it is our moral,
social and constitutional responsibility to uplift the plight of the women in our
country so as to ensure their progress by providing them with equal rights and
opportunities. Dr. (Mrs.) Jyoti Khanna, principal said that “empowering women
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should be a united approach; a cause that requires continued attention and that there
is a need to augment our efforts for empowering women and enhances their
progress. In today’s world though a woman has the privilege to work, it does not
free her from household duties. To manage these two aspects needs a lot of effort
and strength which a woman is capable of. This day gives the world the opportunity
to celebrate this capability.” The celebrations concluded with a vote of thanks by the
programme officers to Mrs. Lakhani in-charge of the centre.

2. New Academic Programmes Initiated (UG AND PG):
A 3-6 months Certificate course in Human Rights has been approved by UGC, the
permission for which has been granted by Panjab University, Chandigarh in 20112012. The certificate course will be started from next academic session.

3. Innovations in Curricular Design and Transaction
•

Imparting Quality higher education to women.

•

The institution has become a catalyst of all-round development of students

•

Generating awareness and about social issues and serving the community
of the city.

•

Providing career oriented teacher training programme and the institution
looks after the placements of the students.

•

The faculty maintains a planner and the entire teaching programme is well
planned and systematic.

•

The College maintains detail academic calendar for its different activities
of the academic year.

•

The college runs compulsory health and sports programme and also trains
and prepares students for different sports events like Basketball, Kho-kho,
Table Tennis, Yoga etc.
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4. Inter-disciplinary programmes
The college is single faculty (Education) with different subjects.

Many general

lectures are organised from time to time which prove beneficial for all the faculty
members. The ones that were conducted during this year were:
Lecture on Energy Conservation (27 TH January 2012)
NSS units of the college organised a lecture on ‘Fuel Conservation’. On this occasion,
Mr. Rajendra Kumar, Joint Director PCRA was the Chief Guest and Mr. Abhinav
Sethi, LPG Sales Officer, HPCL was the Guest of Honour. Mr. Sethi gave an
overview of safe handling of gas cylinders and cautioned the students to use them
after taking into account the important safety aspects as any mishandling can lead to
a major accident. Mr. Rajinder Kumar gave very useful tips on judicious use of gas
and other resources. He said that India has been battling with severe fuel crisis and
that the citizens should take prompt actions on their part to save as much energy as
they can for our future generations. Two short films on energy conservation were
shown to promote energy efficiency. Later, poster making and slogan writing
competitions on the theme of ‘Save Fuel, Save Future ‘were held and the students
were awarded for best entries.
5. Examination Reforms Implemented
The college conducts internal house tests twice a year as per the university rules The
college also conducts class tests and snap tests from time to time to make the
students face the annual examinations with confidence. The question papers set for
the house tests are on the pattern of the University examination. Internal assessment
is also given on the basis of marks in these tests as per university rules.
The following examination reforms were implemented:
•

Continuous Comprehensive Evaluation was done throughout the year
assessing the students’ performance in scholastic and co-scholastic areas.

•

The internal assessment system and student attendance was made fully
transparent and it was displayed on the notice boards.
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•

The mistakes committed during the exams were brought to the notice of the
students, which enabled them to identify and rectify those mistakes in the
university examinations.

•

The whole examination process is done under the guidance of the
examination committee.

•

Question banks containing long and short answer questions were provided to
students so as to give them better preparations for exams.

6. Candidates Qualifying: NET/SLET etc.
The students who qualified UGC-NET examination in academic session 201112 were:
Sr.No

Class

Roll
No.

1.

M.Ed

1

Name

of

the Subject

Student
Deepshikha

UGC-NET

(Education)

Dec 2012
2.

M.Ed

41

Dimple Rani

UGC-NET

(Education)

Dec 2012

7. Initiatives towards Faculty Development Programme
Month-wise details of the opportunities for professional development for the faculty
members in Session 2011-12 is as follows:

July 2011
Dr.Agnese

Presented a paper titled “Integrating Human Values in Teacher

Dhillon

Education” at a National Seminar on Promotion of Human Values
and Ethics in Teaching Education, Sponsored by UGC held at Dev
Samaj College of Education, Sector 36-B, Chandigarh on 23rd July
2011.

Dr.Richa Sharma

Presented a paper titled “Human Values for Human Enrichment”
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at National Seminar at DSCE, Sector 36-B, Chandigarh.
Mrs.Kiranjit Kaur

Successfully completed Pre.Ph.D. semester course in Research
Methodology (Jan 2011- July2011) evening course organised by
Department of Education, P.U. Chandigarh.

Dr.Anita Nangia

Attended Training Orientation Course for NSS programme officers
held from 25.07.2011 to 30.07.2011 at Institute for Development &
communication N.S.S. Training Institute Ministry of Youth Affairs
and Sports, Govt. Of India.
Presented a paper titled “Integrating Human Values in Teacher
Education” and was convener of the same seminar. In the National
Seminar “ Promotion of Human Values and Ethics in Teacher
Education”, organized by Dev Samaj College of Education,
Chandigarh on 23rd July, 2011.

Dr.

Anuradha Presented paper titled “Integrating Human Values in Teahcer

Agnihotri

Education” at UGC sponsored National Seminar on “Promotion of
Human Values & Ethics in Teacher Education” at Dev Samaj
College of Education, Sector 36-B, Chandigarh on 23 rd July, 2011.

Mrs.

Charanjit

Kaur

Presented Paper titled “Human Values for Human Enrichment” at
the National Seminar on Promotion of human Values and Ethics
in Teacher Education held at Dev Samaj College of Education,
Sector 36-B, Chd on 23 rd July 2011.

Dr.Rohit Bhandari Presented a paper titled ‘Human Values for Holistic Development’
at National Seminar on 23rd July 2011 held at Dev Samaj College of
Education, Sector 36-B, Chandigarh
Dr.Kamini Gupta

Presented a paper on “Value Education: Strategies for inculcation
of Values” at UGC sponsored National Seminar on 23rd July 2011
organised by Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector 36-B,
Chandigarh

Ms.Manjeet Kaur

Presented paper titled “Human Values for Holistic Development”
at National Seminar on 23 rd July 2011 organised by Dev Samaj
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College of Education, Sector 36-B, Chandigarh.

Mrs.

Madhavi Participated in a National Seminar on Promotion of Human Values

Goyal

and Ethics in Teacher Education organized at Dev Samaj College of
Education, Sector 36 B, Chandigarh on 23rd July 2011.
August 2011

Dr.Richa Sharma Acted as a resource person in the National Workshop on
&

Mrs.Manjeet “Personality Development and Stress Management” on 5th August

Kaur

2011 at Divya Shiksha Gurukul College of Education for Women,
Gholumajra, Derbassi.

Dr.

Anuradha Organised and acted as a resource person for two sessions:

Agnihotri

“IQAC” and the other on “Peer Team Visit” on a National
Interactive programme-cum-workshop on ‘Expanding horizons
for Quality Assurance: Preparation for Accreditation by NAAC on
21 st Aug, 2011 at Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector 36-B,
Chandigarh

Dr. Kamini Gupta

Presented a paper on “Library and Information networks in India”
at conference on “information Technology Application in
Libraries” organised by Divisional Library, Chandigarh and
COLNI on 12th August 2011.

Ms.Manjeet Kaur Acted as a member of organising committee of National
and

Mrs. Interactive programme-cum-workshop on “Expanding Horizons

Charanjit Kaur

for Quality Assurance: Preparation for Accreditation by NAAC”
on 21 st August, 2011 at Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector 36B, Chandigarh
September 2011

Dr. Richa Sharma Attended Refresher Course in Research Methodology in Social
&

Mrs.

Kaur

Kiranjit Sciences (Education) and obtained Grade A organised by UGC
Academic Staff College P.U. Chd from 01.09.2011 to 21.09.2011
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Dr. Richa Sharma

Published a research paper entitled “Right to Education Act the
way Forward”, Published in the proceedings of International
Conference on Quality concerns

in Education: Issues and

Challenges, Shivalik Institute of Education and Research, Mohali
30 Sep – 01 Oct, 2011.
Mrs.Kiranjit Kaur

Sent Research paper titled “Achievement in Mathematics of ninth
class students in relation to their attitude towards Mathematics in
JAIAER, Bhubaneswar.
Attended Refresher Course in Research Methodology in Social
sciences(Education) organised by UGC Academic Staff College,
P.U., Chandigarh from 1.9.2011-21.9.2011 with A Grade

Dr.Kamini Gupta

Attended two day seminar on ‘Emerging trends in academics
librarianship” organised by A.C. Joshi Library, P.U. Chandigarh
held on 22nd and 23rd September 2011.

Dr.Richa Sharma Participated in the 6 th International ‘Youth Peace Festival’ at
&

Mrs.Charanjit G.G.S.D.College, Sector 32, Chandigarh from 27th September to 1st

Kaur
Dr.

October, 2011.
Anuradha Participated and obtained grade A in 91 st UGC Sponsored

Agnihotri

orientation programme from 02.09.2011 to 29.09.2011 organised by
UGC-Academic Staff College, P.U. Chandigarh

Mrs.Charanjit

Presented Paper titled “Right to Education Act and its Challenges”

Kaur

in an INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE on Quality Concerns in
Education: Issues and Challenges held at Shivalik Institute of
Education and Research, Phase VI, Mohali 20th Sep 2011 to 1st Oct
2011.
October 2011

Dr.Rohit Bhandari

Presented a paper titled ‘Life Skills and Journey towards Self
Culture’ in International conference held at Shivalik Institute of
Education, Mohali on 1 st October 2011.

Dr.Richa Sharma

Presented a paper titled
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“Right to Education Act: The Way

Forward” in the above said conference.
Dr. Anita Nangia

Presented a paper

in national seminar on “ environmental

education: need, priorities and future challenges” titled as “
educational; strategies to cope with environmental hazards” at
Maharaja Laxman Sen Memorial College and Lalit Sen Institute of
Business, education and technology, Mandi, H.P on 14 th Oct, 2011.
Dr. Anita Nangia Published a joint research paper entitled “Effectiveness of
and

Dr.

Seema Training Programme in Relaxation Techniques in reducing

Sareen

Academic and Social Stress among Adolescents” in International
Level Referred Research Journal ‘Research Analysis and
Evaluation’ ISSN 0975 – 3486 VOL – III, Issue 25, October 2011.

Mrs.Charanjit

Presented a paper titled “Right to Education ACT and its

Kaur

challenges” at the same above said conference.
November 2011

Dr.

Agnese Published a research paper titled ‘ Emerging technologies in

Dhillon

Computing” in Journal of Humanites and Social sciences- volume
I, Nov 2011, ISSN 2250-043X
Presented a paper titled “Role of Societies in Inculcation of
Values”

at

an

International

conference

on

‘Creating

a

conscientious, Humane and elevated environment- a challenge to
Education’ held at Doaba College of Education on Nov 2011.
Delivered an extension on the Topic “Programmed Instructions”
at Dev Samaj College of Education, Ferozepur on 05.11.11.
Dr. Richa Sharma

Published a research paper titled ‘Effect of School and Home
Environment on. the Creativity of Children in MIER Journal
of Educational Studies, Trends and Practices, Jammu Vol.1,No.2,.
Nov 2011.ISSN-0976-8203.

Mrs.Kiranjit Kaur

Presented a paper titled “Role of Teachers in inculcating values
among children” at International Conference on “Creating a
conscientious humane and elevated environment a challenge to
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education” on Nov 2, 2011 at Doaba College of Education,
Ghautaur, Distt. Mohali Punjab.
Dr.Anita Nangia

A research paper entitled “A Study of Emotional Intelligence,
Cognitive Styles and Personality Types of Academically Talented
and Average Students” published in

‘Recent Researches in

Education and Psychology’ Vol. 16 NOS 1-11. (2011).
Reserach paper titled” effectiveness of training programme in
relaxation tachniques in reducing academic and social stress
among adolescents”, published in “ research Analysis and
evaluation”, in international level referred registered journal, Vol
111, Issue 25, ISSN No. 0975-3486, editor Dr. Kishan Bir Singh
2011.
Dr.Anuradha

Presented a paper titled ‘Role of family in inculcation of values

Agnihotri

among children’ at International Conference “Creating a
conscientious humane & elevated environment a Challenge to
education” on Nov 2, 2011 at Doaba College of Education, Village,
Ghautaur, Distt. Mohali, Punjab.

Dr.Rohit Bhandari

Presented a paper titled “Roe of Teachers in inculcating values
among children ‘ at International conference on Nov 2, 2011 held
at Doaba College of Education, Vill.Ghautaur, Distt.Mohali,
Punjab.

Dr.Kamini Gupta

Submitted research paper titled “Impact of School Environment
on mental health of class IX students” to be published in Journal
of Education on ISSN NO.0975-8720

Mrs.Ashu Malhan

Submitted Ph.D thesis in Deptt of Education, Panjab University,
Chd.
December 2011

Dr.Jyoti

Khanna, Published a research paper titled ‘A study of Educational

Mrs.

Charanjit philosophy of Guru Amar Das ji’ in the JOURNAL OF

Kaur

(lecturer) EDUCATION published by Dev Samaj College of Education Sec

Kiranjit

Kaur 36B Chd Month Dec 2011, Vol 2, Number 2
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(Alumnus)
Mrs.Arvinder

Acted as coordinators for Curriculum Revision Workshop of P.U.

H.Singh and

Chandigarh held on 13.12.11 at DSCE, Sector 36-B, Chandigarh

Dr.

Anuradha

Agnihotri
Mrs.Arvinder

Acted as subject experts in Curriculum Revision Workshop of P.U.

H.Singh

&

Dr.Anita

Nangia (Paper VII (i)) respectively held at GGHG College of Education,

&

& for School Management (Paper IV-A) and Teaching of English

Ms.Manjeet Sidhwan on 09.12.2011

Kaur
Dr.

Agnese Published a research paper titled ‘ Effect of yogic exercises on

Dhillon

human mind of B.Ed students’ in Dev Samaj Journal of
Humanities and Social sciences- volume I, Dec 2011, ISSN 2250043X
Published a research paper titled “Teaching Effectiveness in
relation to job satisfaction among senior secondary school students
of Chandigarh” published in Journal of Education, Vol.1, No.1,
Dec 2011.

Dr.Agnese

Acted as a member of Curriculum Revision Committee of P.U.

Dhillon,

B.Ed Curriculum Revision Workshop for the subject Educational

Dr.Seema Sareen Technology at DSCE 36-B, Chandigarh.
&

Dr.Ashu

Malhan
Dr. Richa Sharma

Published a research paper titled ‘Creativity Among school
students as related to school environment – Journal of Education,
Dec 2011 Vol 2 No.2 ISSN No. 0975-8720.
Participated in Curriculum Revision Workshop for the subject
Education of Children with Special Needs” at Malwa College of
Education, Ludhiana
Participated in Curriculum revision workshop Teaching of Fine
Arts at Govt. College of Education, Sector 20, Chandigarh.
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Participated In Curriculum Revision Workshop for the subject
Simple Expressional competencies and B.B.Writing at DSCE 36-B,
Chd.
Mrs.Kiranjit Kaur

Participated in Curriculum Revision Workshop (Teaching of
Maths) at B.C.M College of Education Ludhiana on 12.12.2011.
Acted as a member of curriculum committee of P.U B.Ed
curriculum Revision Workshop on 13th Dec 2011 at DSCE, Sector
36-B, Chandigarh.
Published “Development and standardization of Mathematics
anxiety Scale” in Journal of Education, Dev Samaj College of
Education 36-B, Chandigarh, December 2011, Vol 2. no. 1.

Dr. Anita Nangia

Published a research paper entitled “Mental Health in Relation to
Family Climate of Senior Secondary School Students” published in
‘Journal of Education’ ISSN No. 0975 – 8720 Volume 2 Number 2
December 2011.
Published a research paper entitled “Attitude of Parents towards
their Mentally Challenged Children in Relation to Socio economic
Status” published in ‘Journal of Education’ ISSN NO. 0975 – 8720
Volume 2 Number @ December 2011.
Published a research paper entitled “Impact of Mid Day Meal
Scheme on Enrolment of Elementary School Students” published
in International Level Referred Research Journal ‘Research
Analysis and Evaluation’ in ISSN 0975 – 3486 Vol 111, Issues – 27,
December 2011.

Dr. Seema Sareen

Published paper entitled “Metacognition in Relation to Locus of
Control of College Students” in Journal of Education December
2011 Vol2, No.1
Published paper entitled Role Conflict in relation to Emotional
Intelligence of Senior Secondary School Teachers in International
Level

Referred

Research
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Journal

‘Research

Analysis

and

Evaluation’ in ISSN 0975 – 3486 Vol 111, Issues – 27, December
2011.
Published paper entitled Academic Achievement in Science in
Relation to Study involvement of ninth Class Students in Journal
of Education December 2011 , Vol 2, No.2
Dr. Seema Sareen Participated in Curriculum Revision Workshop ( Teaching& Ashu Malhan

Learning Process, Paper III,

at Malwa College of Education,

Ludhiana).
Mrs.

Madhavi Participated in Panjab University Curriculum Revision Workshop

Goyal

for B.Ed. (Computer Education, E- Education Resource
Development & Comp. Craft) at Dev Samaj College of
Education, sector 36 B, Chandigarh on 13th Dec. 2011.

Dr.Anuradha

Submitted two research papers ‘Social Adjustment of hearing

Agnihotri

impaired children in relation to their personality’ & ‘Relationship
of Adjustment patterns of Sr. Sec. School students with their
Problem Solving Ability’ in Journal of Education, Vol.2, NO.2, Jan
2012.

Dr.Rohit Bhandari Successfully completed Ph.D. in Education from P.U. Chandigarh
and got the degree of the same.
Submitted research paper “Effect of Awareness Training Model on
Skill of Acquiring Knowledge in relation to Psychological
Hardiness” in Journal of Education Vol, 2 No.1 (Jan 2012)
Participated in Curriculum Revision Workshop (Teaching of
Commerce) at BCM College of Education, Ludhiana on 12.12.2011
Participated and acted as a member of organising committee of
P.U. B.Ed Curriculum Revision Workshop for the subjects of
Computer Education, Computer Craft and E-Education Resource
Development at DSCE 36, Chandigarh on 13.12.2011
Dr.Kamini Gupta

Participated in P.U. B.Ed Curriculum Revision Workshop on 13th
December , 2011 held at DSCE, Sector 36-B, Chandigarh
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Mrs.

Charanjit Participated in the workshop on Syllabus Revision in the subject of

Kaur

Teaching of Home Science of B.Ed on 13.12.2011 held at Govt.
College of Education, Sec-20, Chd.

Mrs.

Charanjit Participated in the workshop on Syllabus Revision in the subject of

Kaur

Philosophical and Sociological Bases of Education B.Ed on
13.12.2011 held at Govt. College of Education, Sec-20, Chd.

Mrs.

Charanjit Participated in the workshop on Syllabus Revision in the subject of

Kaur

Historical and Contemporary Perspectives of Education on
13.12.2011 held at Dev Samaj College of Education, Sec 36-B, Chd.

Mrs.Ashu Malhan

Submitted

research

paper

‘Effect

of

computer

mediated

instructions followed by discussion on the environmental
awareness of XI standard students” in Journal of Education Vol.2
No.2, Jan 2012.
January 2012
Dr. Jyoti Khanna Published joint paper titled ‘Status of Teacher Education in UT,
& Dr. Anuradha Chandigarh’ in the book “Contemporary Indian Education”,
Agnihotri
Dr.

special reference to Assam and Punjab.
Agnese Published research paper titled “Eve-Teasing-Effects on Mental

Dhillon

Holding Adolescents Girls in Relation to their Self Esteem” in the
journal

‘Education

Sector’

registered

under

Registrar

of

Newspaper for media under PUNENG. Vol 1, Jan 2012, ISSN23210478/01364.
Dr.Richa Sharma

Published research paper titled “a study of social intelligence and
achievement motivation of senior secondary students. published
in Dei-Foera Annual Research journal of Dayal Bagh Educational
Institute (deemed Univ.) Agra, Jan’2012 issn-0974-7966.

Mrs.Kiranjit Kaur

Published research paper titled “Mathematics Achievement of 8 th
class students in relation to their Problem Solving Ability” in DEI –
FOERA DayalBagh Educational Institute, DayalBagh, Agra,
January, 2012, Fifth Annual issue.
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Dr. Seema Sareen

Published research paper titled “Well being among undergraduate
students in relation their spiritual Intelligence”

in the journal

“Education Sector”, 01364/19/1/2012-TC
Dr.Kamini Gupta

Submitted an abstract of research paper “Bibliometric analysis of
Malaysian Journal of Library and Information Science 2007-11” to
be presented on “4th Qualitative and Quantitative methods in
libraries: International conference” to be held in Limerick, Ireland
on May22-25, 2012.

Mrs.Madhavi

Attended pre-Ph.D course work organised by Department of

Goyal

Education, Panjab University, Chandigarh
Participated

in

curriculum

revision

workshop

at

DSCE

Chandigarh.
Dr.Rohit Bhandari Presented paper on the topic ‘Impact of Globalization on Higher
Education’ at National seminar held at Doraha College of
Education, Ludhiana on 21st Jan 2012.
February 2012
Mrs. Arvinder H. Attended one Day Workshop on ‘School Dropouts: prevention,
Singh

considerations and Challenges” organised at DSCE Sector 36-B,
Chandigarh on 3rd Feb 2012.

Dr.

Agnese Presented a Paper titled “Relevance of Spiritual Education” at a

Dhillon

National Seminar on ‘Spiritual Intelligence- Its Relevance in
Education in present scenario’ held at Dev Samaj College of
Education, Chandigarh sponsored by College Development
Council, P.U., Chandigarh on 8th Feb 2012.

Dr. Richa Sharma

Presented paper on” Issues haunting Spiritual Intelligence in the
present scenario” ” at National Seminar on “Spiritual Intelligence
is relevance in Education in present scenario held at DSCE 36-B,
Chandigarh
Attended six days orientation course for NSS programme officer
from

20-25

Feb

2011
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at

Institute

for

development

&

communication, 38 West Chandigarh.
Dr. Richa Sharma Presented a paper “Right to Education Act-Walking the talk” at
&

Ms.

Manjeet UGC sponsored National Seminar on Human Rights at Govt.

kaur

College of Education, Sector 20-D, Chandigarh

Mrs. Kiranjit Kaur Presented a paper titled “Degradation of Spiritual Intelligence”:
Role of teacher as a agent for inculcating essential values at one
day National Seminar on Spiritual Intelligence: its relevance in
education in present scenario organised by DSCE, Sector 36-B,
Chandigarh on 08.02.2012
Attended One day workshop on School Dropouts: Prevention,
Considerations and Challenges at Dev Samaj College of Education
36-B Chandigarh on 3 rd February, 2012.
Dr. Anita Nangia

Acted as a Resource Person in One Day Workshop on School
Dropouts: Prevention, Considerations and Challenges Organized
at dev Samaj College of Education in collaboration with Sarva
Shiksha Abhiyan Society, Chandigarh on 3/2/12.
Participated and presented a paper entitled “Spiritual Intelligence:
for the Well Being of Students”, in the One Day National Seminar
on Spiritual Intelligence – Its relevance in Education in Present
Scenario”

organized

by

Dev

Samaj

College

of

Education,Chandigarh on 8th February, 2012.
Participated and presented a paper entitled “Incorporating Higher
Order Thinking Skills in Education” in Two Days National
Seminar cum Workshop on “Life Skills – Doorway to a Better Life
organized by Rayat & Bahara College of Education, Sahauran, SAS
Nagar, on 17 & 18 February, 2012.
Dr. Seema Sareen

Presented paper titled “Spiritual Intelligence for well being of
students at a National Seminar on Spiritual Intelligence- its
relevance in Education in Teacher Education on 8th Feb 2012,
organised by DSCE Sector 36-B, Chandigarh
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Dr.

Anuradha Presented paper titled “Role of Spiritual Intelligence in well being

Agnihotri

of students” in a national Seminar on “Spiritual Intelligence: Its
relevance in Teacher Education on 8th Feb 2012, organised by DSC
E Sector 36-B, Chandigarh
Acted as judge in Inter College Power Point presentation
Competition on the theme “Forest for Sustainable Development”
on 23.02.2012 at GND College of Education, Majatri, Distt. Mohali

Mrs.

Madhavi Participated in a Workshop on School Dropouts: Prevention,

Goyal

Considerations and Challenges organized at Dev Samaj College of
Education, Sector 36 B, Chandigarh on 3rd Feb., 2012.
Attended Seminar on ‘Spiritual Intelligence: its relevance in
teacher education, organised by DSCE, Chandigarh.
Presented paper on the topic ‘Impact of Globalization on Higher
Education’ at National Seminar held at Divya Shiksha Gurukul
College of Education, Derabassi.

Ms. Manjit Kaur

Presented paper on “Relevance of Spiritual Education” at National
Seminar on “Spiritual Intelligence is relevance in Education in
present scenario held at DSCE 36-B, Chandigarh

Mrs.
Kaur

Charanjit Acted as a resource person to deliver a lecture on

‘Right to

Education’ organised by National Association for the blind India
on 6th Feb 2012.
Presented Paper titled “Spiritual Intelligence-The Way Ahead” in
one Day National Seminar on “Spiritual Intelligence-Its Relevance
in Education in Present Scenario” held at Dev Samaj College of
Education, Sector 36-B, Chd on 8th Feb 2012.
Participated in One Day Workshop on School Dropouts:
Prevention, Consideration and Challenges held at Dev Samaj
College of Education, Sec 36-B, Chd in association with SSA,
Chandigarh on 03.02.2012.

Dr.

Rohit Acted as a resource person in a workshop on life Skills at National
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Bhandari

Seminar held on 17th Feb 2012 at Rayat & Bahra College of
Education, Sahauran.
Presented paper ‘Awareness Training Model: A source of
enhancing spiritual intelligence at National Seminar held at DSCE
36, Chandigarh 8th 2012.

Mrs.Ashu

Participated in one day workshop on “School Dropouts:

Malhan,

Prevention, Consideration & Challenges” on 3 Feb 2012 at DSCE,

Mrs.Manjit

Sec-36-B, Chd

Sekhon
Mrs.Ashu Malhan

Presented paper titled “Spiritual Intelligence and nurturing
spirituality in classrooms” at National Seminar on ‘Spiritual
Intelligence” the relevance in Teacher Education on 8th Feb 2012,
organised by DSCE, Chd
March 2012

Dr.

Agnese Approved as Ph.D guide by the Administrative and academic

Dhillon

committee of Deptt. of Education, Panjab University, Chandigarh
vide letter no. 579 dt. 4.3.12.

Dr. Richa Sharma

Presented a paper “Code of ethics for Teachers” at National
Seminar at Divya Shiksha Gurukul

College of Education,

Derabassi.
Acted as judge for Fine Arts items at Inter College Competition on
“Aids Awareness” sponsored by Panjab State Aids Control Society
on 1st March 2011
Mrs.Kiranjit Kaur

Conducted Workshop and Acted as Resource person for the TGT
and PGT teachers of Mathematics/ Science for the establishment
of Mathematics Laboratory with inexpensive material at Shishu
Niketan Public school, sector 43-A, Chandigarh on 26/3/2012
Attended six days NSS training at IDC Sector 38-D, Chandigarh
from 12.03.2012 to 17.03.2012.
Presented paper titled “Career Choices of adolescents: Issues and
concerns” at two days national seminar on ‘Adolescent’s
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Dilemmas: A Challenge’

at Department of Education Panjab

University on 16-17 th March 2012.
Dr. Anita Nangia

Participated and presented a paper entitled “Sports for Well Being
in 1 st National Conference on Sports Sciences & Sports
Physiotherapy held on 3 rd and 4 th March, 2012 at Directorate of
Sports, Panjab University, and Chandigarh.
Participated and presented a paper entitled “Current Issues in
Teacher Education” in National Seminar on Teacher Education in
Contemporary Society: Issues, Dilemmas & Strategies organized
by Institute of Education Technology & Vocational Education,
Panjab University, Chandigarh. 2012.

Dr. Seema Sareen

Participated and presented a paper entitled “Education Through
Sports” at a National Conference on Sports Sciences and Sports
Physiotherapy

Organised

by

Directorate

of

Sports,

P.U.,

Chandigarh on 3rd-4th March, 2012
Dr.

Anuradha Acted as a resource person and conducted a workshop in Teaching

Agnihotri

of Science for teachers of Shikshu Niketan Public School, Sector 43A, Chandigarh on 26th March 2012.

Mrs.Madhavi

Attended a talk on “Inclusiveness of Disability in Research issues”

Goyal

by Dr. Sudesh Mukhopadhaye at Education Department, P.U.
Chandigarh on 31st march 2012.
April 2012

Mrs.Kiranjit Kaur

Presented paper “Privatization and quality assurance in Teacher
Education” at one day National Seminar on ‘Higher Education:
Changing perspectives at Indo Global College of Education
Abhipur, Distt.Mohali on 12th April 2012
Presented paper ‘Spiritual and Emotional Intelligence: Need and
development’ at one day National Seminar on ‘Empowered YouthResurgent India’ at Chandigarh College of Education Landran,
Mohali on 14th April 2012
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Presented a paper titled “Quality Education: Emerging Issues,
Challenges and Future Perspectives Two National Seminar on
Quality assurance in Teacher Education: Innovation and Next
Practices at Rayat and Bahara College of Education Sahauran,
Mohali on 8-9 May, 2012
Dr.Rohit Bhandari Presented a paper titled ‘Educating and Empowering Youth for
Challenges of tomorrow’ at National Seminar on ‘Higher
Education: Changing perspectives held at Indo Global College of
Education, Abhipur, Disst. Mohali on 12 April 2012.
Dr. Kamini Gupta

Acted as an approved Counselor for teaching B. Lib. I. Sc. students
of IGNOU, Chandigarh Study Circle, University School of Open
Learning (USOL), P.U., Chandigarh.
May 2012

Dr.
Dhillon

Agnese Presented a Paper titled “Privatisation and Quality Assurance in
Teacher Education” at a Two day national seminar on ‘Quality
assurance in Teacher Education: Innovation and next practices’
sponsored by NAAC organised by Rayat & Bahra College of
Education , Sahauran on 8-9 th May 2012.

8. Total Number of Seminars/Workshops Conducted
Eight seminars, workshops and orientation programmes were conducted in 2011-12:

1. National Seminar on “Promotion of Human Values and Ethics in Teacher
Education” (23rd July 2011)
National Seminar on “Promotion of Human Values and Ethics in Teacher
Education” (UGC Sponsored) was conducted in the college premises. Sh. Vivek
Pratap Singh, IAS, Director, Technical Education and Industrial training, Punjab was
the chief guest on the occasion. In his inaugural address, he said that a good and
comprehensive education system is expected to create the necessary human capital
and knowledge workers who will bring the country to greater heights. In this
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regards, a holistic education programme is needed which can equip students with
both the hard and soft skills required as well as human values. However, the main
emphasis in education today lies in acquiring large amounts of information, passing
examinations and securing qualifications for future employment. The theme of this
seminar seeks to improve the teaching-learning environment that will foster
character building through the incorporation of basic universal values, thus,
contributing towards academic excellence.
Dr. Rajul Asthana, MSSS, Kanpur was the key resource person in the seminar. In his
keynote address he highlighted the importance of incorporating the subject of
human values in education system. Education is the key determinant of
conduct. Human education facilitates human conduct, otherwise education results in
inhuman conduct. He was of the opinion that promotion of human values and ethics
in teacher education renders potential to resolve persistent issues relating to ‘selfdiscipline & confidence in students’, ‘developing an environment of trust and
relationship’, resource optimization and to reach a common goal of ‘ developing
responsible and competent people of society”. He also discussed the content and
methodology of inculcating human values in present generation. Participants from
various education colleges from the region presented their papers on the subthemes that included:

Human Values for Holistic development, Human Values for

Human Enrichment, Integrating Human Values in Teacher Education,

Human

Values and Professional Ethics. The presentations were followed by discussion
among all present there.
2. National Interactive Programme (21.8.2011)
National Interactive Program-cum-Workshop on “Expanding Horizons for Quality
Assurance: Preparation for Accreditation by NAAC” was organised in the college. A
number of principals and delegates from education colleges of Punjab,Haryana and
Himachal pradesh participated in the programme. In the keynote address, Dr.Jyoti
Khanna (Principal of the college) stated the purpose of the workshop as well as of
the NAAC. She said “NAAC provides the intuitiveness to know about the strengths
and weaknesses that helps us to identify the core areas for planning and initiates the
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institution into innovative and modern methods”. Moreover it also helps to provide
society

with

reliable

information

on

quality

of

education

offered.

The

delegates/participants from different education colleges were oriented regarding the
process for accreditation from NAAC, consisting of a preparation and submission of
a self study report.

3. Making Clothing a Matter of Concern (7.9.11)
A Workshop on “making clothing a matter of concern was organised in the college
campus in collaboration with “Goonj” an NGO working on a mission to make
clothing a matter of concern, trying to use urban waste as a means of supporting the
rural needy. Mr Anshu Gupta, Founder Director of NGO “Goonj” and NSS
programme officers from different schools and colleges were among the participants.
Sh. Bikram Singh Rana, State liaison Officer (NSS) U.T Administration, Chandigarh
was also present on the occasion. Mr.Anshu Gupta through his power point
presentation made the participants realise regarding the acute shortage of clothing
resulting in various health related problems of women in different parts of india. He
highlighted some hard facts of life as to how millions of people are dying of severe
cold with no clothing to protect them. He inspired the NSS volunteers to organize
collection drives and awareness campaigns in the nearby areas to collect the urban
waste to help the rural needy. Dr. (Mrs) Jyoti Khanna, in her concluding speech,
requested the participants to take it as a mission and not as a hobby and contribute
to the maximum to make it a success.
4. Social Evils & Role of Education to eradicate them – An Orientation Programme
(20.9.2011)
Dev Samaj College of Education organised an interactive session in collaboration
with State Institute of Education, Chandigarh for the prospective teachers. Dr. (Mrs.)
Jyoti Khanna welcomed the eminent resource persons, Jasmine Josh, Coordinator,
Population Education Cell of Sate Institute of Education.
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Dr. Surender Dahiya, Director State Aids Control Society, Chandigarh, pivot behind
all the activities, expressed his views on the awareness of social evils prevailing in
the society and the role of teachers in eradicating the same. He shared immense
knowledge on AIDS awareness and their experiences while working with people
with the life threatening syndrome. Dr. Monica Mittal leading cosmetologist of
tricity, familiarised with various options available to students to enhance solutions
to their skin problems.
Dr. Avinash Jolly shared his views on “Responsible Sexual Behaviour among
Youth”. He sensitized the pupil teachers towards effectively educating their future
students towards safe sexual behaviour and emphasised on abstinence from premarital sex and advocated the use of protective measures. Dr. Renu Gandhi Prof.
Panjab University, Chandigarh, Department of Lifelong learning & Extension,
highlighted the demographic trends and shared her views on

“Census 2011

Challenges and Issues”.
5. Seminar on “Corruption and Society” (17.10.11)
A seminar on “Corruption and Society” was organised in the college that aimed at
deliberating and recommending proactive and participative measures to combat
corruption considering the enormity and complexity of the problem of corruption
and the need for evolving a wide set of stakeholders that include institutions, private
sector, civil society, media and the academic institutions. Dr Krishna Murari
Tripathi, Sociologist and Innovative counsellor was the speaker on the occasion.
While elucidating the commitment, Mr. Tripathi enlightened the prospective
teachers on the various forms of corruption like corruption in hospitals ,education
departments, religious institutions, homes, work places etc that are inseparable part
of our society. He further added that any irresponsible behaviour in our day to day
life too constitutes corruption. He motivated all to be punctual, honest, and loyal and
dedicated towards the society.
6. Workshop for Revision of B.Ed. Curriculum (13.12.2011)
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A workshop for revision of B.Ed curriculum, Punjab University, Chandigarh was
organised by the college. Eminent educationists ,Sh. H. S. Brar, Principal,
G.H.G,Khalsa College of Education, Sector36-B,Chandigarh and Mrs. Jasvir Chahal,
Senator, Panjab University along with the delegates from ten colleges of Punjab and
U.T ,Chandigarh participated in the workshop for the revision of curriculum of
various subjects namely, Teaching of Computer education ,teaching of Music,
historical and Contemporary Perspectives of Education, ICT Skill Development,
Internship in Teaching ,Health and Physical Education, Educational Technology, EEducation Resource development ,Computer Craft ,Music Craft and Simple
Expressional Competency .The inputs given by various subjects experts were
incorporated to update the existing curriculum which may be implemented from the
next session.
7. Seminar on Spiritual Intelligence (8.2.2012)
A seminar on “Spiritual Intelligence – Its relevance in Education in Present
Scenario” in collaboration with the College Development Council was organised in
the college campus. Dr. Richa Chhibbar as the Convener welcomed the dignitaries
present in the seminar. Dr. Dharmanand Sharma, Professor Dept. Of Philosophy,
Panjab University, Chandigarh, presided over as the Chief Guest. Shriman Nirmal
Singh Ji, secretary Dev Samaj and Chairman Dev Samaj College of Education,
Chandigarh presented the presidential remarks. The resource persons included Dr.
Urmila Sharma, Principal, Doaba College of Education, Kharar and Mrs. Jasvir
Chahal, Associate Professor, Government College of Education, Sector – 20,
Chandigarh. The seminar was conducted in two sessions. In the first session, Sh.
Dharmanand Sharma highlighted the role of spiritual intelligence in scientific field
to tackle various situations as the quality of the spirit is ultimate. Shriman Nirmal
Singh Ji, while highlighting the spiritual intelligence, focused on Dev Samaj
philosophy propagated by Bhagwan Dev Aatma Ji, founder of Dev Samaj. He
narrated the anecdotes from his life to make Dev Samaj philosophy more
understandable and meaningful to the participants. He is of the view that being
spiritual is a way of life that helps to explore one’s mind, ones thoughts, after
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acquiring a fair knowledge about truth, spiritual intelligence, religious and moral
values. Nirmal Singh Ji concluded that if one has to understand spiritual intelligence,
he must have knowledge of Science Methodology and Law of Evolution. Dr. Urmila
Sharma focused on the role of spiritual intelligence on promoting the well being of
the students and said that everyone should aim at shunning away their ego, as it is a
main hindrance in an individual’s development. Mrs. Jasvir Kaur Chahal also
enlightened the participants regarding growth as a spiritual being and summed up
the views of other resource persons. She concluded that great challenges lie ahead
for propagating spirituality in today’s techno-savvy world. Dr. (Mrs.) Jyoti Khanna
principal, in her vote of thanks, said that new innovations in the academic world
coupled with ancient eastern wisdom may bring about a paradigm shift to our
contemporary thinking Spiritual Intelligence is perhaps the highest form of
intelligence an individual can have to understand the ancient, contemporary and
future world and enable him to filter what is best for him and his surroundings.
8. Workshop on Dropout (3.2.12)
One-day workshop on the theme ‘School Dropout: Prevention, Considerations and
Challenges in collaboration with ‘Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan Society’ was organised in
the college on 3 rd February 2012. Fifty participants from thirty Government schools,
in the periphery of Chandigarh participated in the workshop. Sh. Sandeep Hans,
PCS, Director Public Instructions(S),U.T Chandigarh was the chief guest on the
occasion.
In his address to the teachers present there he emphasised on the need for
suggesting remedial measures to curb the problem of high dropout rate. He said that
there were several Behaviour Indicators of the dropouts which need to be catered to.
Mrs. Rajni Mahajan, State Pedagogical Coordinator, SSA.U.T Chandigarh stated the
objectives of the workshop and discussed the ways, means and methods for
imparting quality education.
Ms Madhurima Mahajan, Professor, University School of Open Learning Punjab
Unversity, Chandigarh said that the ‘future of the nation rides within the minds of
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our children’ and hence there is an urgent need to focus on the core groups affected
by this problem i.e. girl students, SC, ST and disabled students. In the afternoon
session of the workshop, the results of the survey conducted by Dr. Seema Sareen
and Dr. Jyoti Khanna were discussed in which it was brought to the notice of all
members that there is a very high dropout rate in fifteen schools of Chandigarh. The
principals of those schools were already invited to the workshop to give the causes
and suggestions to improve the dropout rate. Sh. Dilbagh Singh, State Mission
Coordinator was the guest of honour on the valedictory session in which various
recommendations, suggestions and strategies were invited from the participants to
improve enrolment and retention rates at primary and upper primary levels as their
inputs would help the administration in framing future policies. The Principal Dr.
Jyoti Khanna in her valedictory address appreciated the efforts of the faculty and
hoped that the outcomes of the workshop would definitely help the administration
to enhance the enrolment and reduce the dropout rate.
9. Research projects Undertaken

a) Newly implemented
1. Dr. Anita Nangia and Dr. Seema sareen have initiated a research project
titled “A study of Enrolment Rate in Primary and Upper primary Schools in
Chandigarh” Funded by Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan Samiti, U.T. , Chandigarh
2. Dr. Anita Nangia and Dr. Seema sareen have also initiated a research project
titled “A Study of Dropouts in Primary and Upper primary Schools in
Chandigarh” Funded by Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan Samiti, U.T. , Chandigarh
b) Completed
1. Dr. Seema sareen completed a research project entitled “A Study of Students’ and
Teachers’ Time on Task in Primary and Upper Primary Schools of U.T., Chandigarh”
Funded by Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan Samiti, U.T. , Chandigarh
2. Dr. Anita Nangia and Dr. Seema sareen completed a research project entitled
“Stress Management among Adolescents” under NSS, amount mobilized Rs. 30,000
by Director Higher Education, U.T., Administration, Chandigarh
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10. New Collaborative Research Programme
Interactive Session on Research Methodology: July, 2012
An interactive Session on Research Methodology was held by Dr. (Mrs.) Swaym
Prabha Bedi, Professor & Head, Deptt. of Education and Educational Management,
National Institute of Technical Teachers Training and Research, Chandigarh. In an
interactive session with M.Ed students and members of faculty, she talked about
Qualitative research, which is a method of inquiry employed in many different
academic disciplines, traditionally in the social sciences that aim to gather an indepth understanding of human behaviour and the reasons that govern such
behaviour.

11. Details of Research Scholars
Post Graduate Research Studies
The institute promotes and initiates research pertaining to education and trends. The
range of areas include the issues related to frustration tolerance, attitude of teachers
and

parents

towards

continuous

and

comprehensive

evaluation

system,

psychological resilience, drug abuse among adolescents, social barriers for education
and growth of women, guidance needs, mental health, study habits, moral values in
relation to self- actualization, learning styles and mathematical anxiety etc.
Research was also done on educational philosophies of Guru Arjun Dev ji, and Guru
Gobind Singh Ji, Plato and Surya Kant Tripathi Nirala their relevance to the modern
System of Indian education.

Faculty registered to Doctorate Programme:
In the session 2011-12 Dr. Rohit Bhandari recieved his Ph.D Degree

in the

convocation in the faculty of Education by Panjab University, Chandigarh. Mrs.
Kiranjit Kaur and Mrs. Madhavi Goyal are pursuing their Ph.D. from P.U.,
Chandigarh.
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Apart from this the post graduate students are engaged in research work at M.Ed.
level. The details of the students and the titles of their research work in the session
2011-12 have been given in the table given below:

DISSERTATIONS OF M.ED CLASS (2011-2012)

Sr.No Roll

1.

Name of the Topic

No.

Student

1

Deepshikha

Supervisor

Intelligence As A Correlate Of Mental Dr.

Agnese

Health And Academic Achievement Of Dhillon
Adolescents
2.

5

Simmi Walia

Self Efficacy In Ict Among School Dr.

Seema

Teachers In Relation To Their Attitude Sareen
Towards ICT
3.

6

Rajvir Kaur

Study Of Frustration Tolerance Among Dr.
Adolescence

In

Relation

To

Kiran

Their Chopra

Personality Traits
4.

8

Renu

Attitude

Of

Teachers

Towards

And

Parents Dr.

Continuous

Kamini

And Gupta

Comprehensive Evaluation System
5.

10

Shilpa Sodhi

Study Of Educational Thoughts Of Plato

Dr.

Kamini

Gupta
6.

7.

11

12

Simran

Kaur

A Study Of The Educational Philosophy Dr.

Dhatt

Of Shri Guru Arjun Dev Ji

Neetu

Effect Of Anxiety On Attitude Towards Dr.

Jyoti

Khanna
Anuradha

Career Maturity Of Secondary Level Agnihotri
Students
8.

13

Ripudaman

Psychological

Resilience

Among Dr.

Kaur

Undergraduate Students In Relation To Sareen

Seema

Their Locus Of Control
9.

14

Rayna

Social

Barriers
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For

Education

And Dr.

Richa

Growth Of Women In The Society In Sharma
Anita Desai's Selective Novels
10. 15

Kirti Bhola

Teacher Effectiveness Among Secondary Dr. Batani Devi
School Teachers In Relation To Their
Role

Commitment

And

Teaching

Experience
11. 16

Sonia Abrol

Effectiveness Of Training Programme In Mrs.

Charanjit

Enhancing Life Coping Skills Of Senior Kaur
Secondary School Students
12. 19

Navpreet Kaur

Drug Abuse Among Adolescents In Dr.
Relation To Parent Child Relationship

13. 20

Navreet Kaur

Urvashi Jagota

Contributions

Of

Ravneet Kaur

Academic

Gautam

Achievement

Jyoti

Khanna
Buddha's Mrs.

Philosophy To Education
15. 22

Gupta

A Study Of Educational Philosophy Of Dr.
Guru Gobind Singh Ji

14. 21

Kamini

Charanjit

Kaur
Of

Senior Mr.

Rohit

Secondary School Students In Relation Bhandari
To Their Psychological Hardiness
16. 25

Manpreet Kaur Guidance Needs Of Urban And Rural Dr. Batani Devi
Adolescents In Relation To Their Home
Environment

17. 26

18. 27

Lakhwinder

Mental Health Of High School Students Dr.

Kaur

In Relation To Their Home Environment

Samita Rana

Study Habits Of Class Xi Students In Dr.

Agnese

Dhillon
Agnese

Relation To Their Socio- Economic Dhillon
Status
19. 28

Richu

A Study Of Moral Values In Relation To Dr.

Anita

Self- Actualization Of Secondary School Nangia
Students
20. 29

Ranjeeta Tayal

A Comparative Study Of Learning Dr.
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Anuradha

Styles And Academic Achievement Of Agnihotri
Secondary School Students In Smart
Schools And Government Schools
21. 30

Gurdip Kaur

Occupational Aspirations Of Secondary Dr.

Anita

School Students In Relation To Their Nangia
Attitude Towards Modernization
22. 32

Anjana

State-Trait Anxiety Among Professional Dr. Neeru Malik
And Degree College Sportspersons

23. 33

Japjeet Kaur

A Study Of Educational Philosophy Of Dr.

Jyoti

Saint Kabir With Special Reference To Khanna
Shri Guru Granth Sahib Ji
24. 34

Archana

Well

Being

Among

Undergraduate Dr.

Koundal

Students In Relation To Their Spiritual Sareen

Seema

Intelligence
25. 35

Vijay Sisodiya

Surya Kant Tripathi Nirala Ki Rachnaon Dr.

Richa

Mein Nari Shikhsha Aur Samajik Chetna Sharma
26. 36

Neelam

Value Conflict Among Post Graduate Dr.

Kiranjit

Students In Relation To Their Emotional Kaur
Maturity
27. 37

Davina

Mental Health And School Environment Dr.
As

Correlates

Of

Kiranjit

Academic Kaur

Achievement Of Adolescents
28. 38

Varinder Kaur Social
Brar

Competence

Among

Senior Dr.

Kiran

Secondary School Students As Related Chopra
To Their Emotional Maturity

29. 39

Reeti Arora

Attitude Of Elementary School Students Dr. Neeru Malik
Towards Peers With Disabilities

30. 40

Indu Baheti

Adjustment Among Secondary School Dr. Batani Devi
Teachers In Relation To Organizational
Health
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31. 41

Dimple Rani

A Study Of Foreign Language Anxiety Dr.

Anita

And Self Confidence Among Secondary Nangia
School Students
32. 42

Shilpa Kumari

Academic Stress Of Senior Secondary Dr.

Anuradha

School Students In Relation To Their Agnihotri
Time Management Competency
33. 43

Aditi Bhama

Academic Achievement Of Secondary Ms.
School

Students

Academic

Anxiety

In

Relation
And

Ashu

To Malhan

Learning

Approaches
34. 44

Savina Sharma

A Study Of Relationship Of Self Concept Dr.
With

Family

Environment

Of

Richa

The Sharma

Students At Senior Secondary School
Level
35. 45

Mandeep

Mathematical Anxiety In Adolescents In Dr.
Relation To Their Parental Involvement

Kiranjit

Kaur

12. Honors/Awards to the faculty
•

Special Award by Hindustan Petroleum Corporation

The college has also got a special award for its outstanding contribution in joining
hands in awareness campaign “Conservation of Oil”, and also got a trophy for
participation in Oil and Conservation Fortnight” by Hindustan petroleum
Corporation Ltd.
•

Certificate of Appreciation by Blood Bank Society

The college has also got “Certificate of Appreciation”, from Rotary and Blood Bank
Society Resource Centre, Chandigarh for its consistent and excellent work in the
field.

13. Internal Resources Generated
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The college generated financial resources from the following:
•

Coaching Classes for B.Ed. Entrance Exam, M.Ed. Entrance Exam and
UGC/Net Exam, in 2010-11.

•

Coaching classes for CTET

•

Hobby classes for Home Science, Music and Fine Arts

•

College also offered its venue for holding the competitive exams of
banks, UGC-NET exam and exams of other institutions.

•

Sponsorships from the related departments to celebrate important days
like International Year of Chemistry, NSS camp, Red ribbon Club
activities, Sponsored seminars etc.

14. Community Services
Community service forms an integral part of the community outreach initiative of
the college. Social service is a very important aspect of the curriculum and altruistic
feeling for the community is instilled in the prospective teachers by way of active
participation in projects involving visiting and rendering social service at various
social organizations. Various activities concerning the community service in 2011-12
were:
Eye Donation Awareness Camp (30.8.2011)
To create mass awareness regarding eye donation, a team of doctors visited the
college. Dr. S. K Arya,

Professor Govt Medical College and Hospital, Sec 32,

Chandigarh and President Chandigarh Ophthalmology society and Dr. Nishant
Gupta, Senior Resident, PGI, Chandigarh.
Dr. S.K Arya said that nearly 13 lakh people suffer from corneal blindness in India,
most of them being youngsters. Their sight can be restored after corneal transplant
operations. He appealed to the students to come forward for eye donation and give
sight to the blind persons. He also dispelled many myths about voluntary eye
donation. He also clarified that a pair of healthy eyes could give sight to two
persons. The students presented a skit on the theme “Eye Donation”, and also
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presented their views through speeches and poems. Various competitions like
Slogan Writing and Poster Making were also held to mark the occasion.
Dr. Jyoti Khanna, principal appealed the student teachers to encourage the people
you know and the students to donate their eyes and try to dispel myths about eye
donation, as they will work as teachers they might be in a position to influence
people in the right direction.’

NSS day (24.09.2011)

NSS day was celebrated by NSS units of the College.

Dr.Richa Chibbar, NSS

Programme Officer, welcomed Sh.Bikram Singh Rana, State Liaison Officer, NSS,
Chandigarh Administration, the chief guest on the occasion. The programme was
commenced with a welcome dance by NSS volunteer Shangumitra. The students of
the College showcased their talents by presenting a cultural item comprising
patriotic songs and dances, followed by a skit on the theme of ‘Eye Donation.’
Sh.Bikram Singh Rana in his address motivated the students to actively participate
in the NSS activities and do justice to its motto, ‘Not Me, But You’. He also said that
the students must inculcate in themselves a sense of selfless service and appreciation
of mankind. Dr. Jyoti Khanna thanked everyone for their participation in the event
and encouraged the students to come forward and participate enthusiastically in the
projects undertaken by the college NSS units.

International Youth Peace Fest (30.9.11)
As a part of the ongoing “6 thInternational Youth Peace Fest”, towards building peace
and environmental security organised by Yuvsatta, an International conference on
Vegetarianism was organised by the Peace Club of the College. Dr. (Mrs.) Jyoti
Khanna, Principal of the college welcomed eminent speakers Ms. Sandhya Prakash,
the Founder Director of the organisation (MEVEG), Mr. Setia Ex D.P.I. Schools, UT
Chandigarh, Mr. Donald McAvnchey, and US Gandhi in the conference. Ms.
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Sandhya Prakash focused on factors for a healthy contribution towards environment
by increasing consumption of plant based foods for green, light and healthy living.
She along with her team of volunteers have orchestrated several workshops, photo
exhibitions, cooking demonstration, lectures, and ‘Veggie health plans’ so as to get
their message across.
Mr. Setia, HCS Additional Commissioner, Election Commission Haryana,
enlightened the students towards building stronger and durable relations among
Asian countries. US Gandhi, Mr. Donald McAvinchey also shared his views on
Creating a ‘University for Peace’. He has been actively holding sessions for
promoting peace centred activities. On the same day as a part of the peace activities,
students of the College organised a ‘No Honking’ campaign to make Chandigarh
Green City, Peace City.

Seven Days NSS Special Camp at Daddu Majra
(2ND October to 8th October, 2011)

Seven Days NSS camp was organised from 2 nd Oct to 8th October, 2011 under the
guidance of NSS programme officers Dr. Richa Chhibbar and Mrs. Kiranjit Kaur. It
was a day and night camp. The detailed report of the camp is given below:
DAY 1 (2nd Oct, 2011)
Inauguration
The camp was inaugurated on the auspicious occasion of Gandhi Jayanti with great
fervour zeal and enthusiasm. Dr. (Mrs.) Jyoti Khanna welcomed Mrs. Pooja Sharma,
social activist, Yuvsatta as the Chief Guest for the occasion who made the NSS
volunteers conscious of their social responsibilities. In her address to the NSS
volunteers, Dr. Jyoti Khanna narrated the anecdotes of those great persons who
sacrificed their lives for the welfare of humanity to inspire and motivate the
volunteers to standby the motto of the NSS “Not me but you.” Programme officer,
Dr. Richa Sharma and Mrs Kiranjit Kaur encouraged the students to actively
participate in the new initiative “Rainbow “taken by the NSS units of the college.
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The NSS Rainbow will work in the seven dimensions viz blood donation, Right to
Education, Peace, Culture, De-addiction, Knowledge and Environment.
Various cultural activities comprising patriotic songs and dance were presented on
the occasion. Students actively participated in ‘Charkha’ competition to mark the
birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi and Sh. Lal Bahadur Shastri.
‘Campaign to save girl child’ was also initiated on the same day by NSS volunteers.
Mr. Donald McAvinchey, U.S. Gandhi carried out an interactive session-cumworkshop on the theme “Save Girl Child”. In the evening A ‘campaign to save girl
child’ at Sector 17 plaza, was carried out where NSS volunteers of the college
actively participated by wearing bands of 'Save Girl Child' and distributed flyers,
pasted stickers on vehicles, with messages to create girl child friendly society as
decreasing number of girls calls for urgent attention of one and all. Mr. Donald
McAvinchey, International Peace Activist, Yuvsatta, shared his views on Gandhi’s
principles of violence and non-violence and motivated the students to practice these
principles in real life.
Day 2 (3 rd Oct, 2011)

The second day began with the college prayer followed by yoga exercises and
meditation. Yoga brings a sense of well being to one’s life and reduces stress of our
day to day life.
After breakfast prepared by NSS volunteers, Mr. Ajat Shatru, an international peace
activist, Yuvsatta, organised a workshop on peace building and disaster
management skills. He laid stress on the proper coordination between the team
members to cope up with any kind of disaster. Various activities to enhance the
motor skills of the NSS volunteers were carried out during the workshop.
Later in the noon, the students went to the adopted village, DadduMajra. They
conducted a detailed survey on personal information regarding the eye ailments of
villagers, the number of blood donors in the village and information regarding the
vaccination of their pets. A literacy drive was also organised. Regular activities were
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also carried out at the base camp that included teaching, dancing, drawing, and art
and craft items. A cultural evening was organised in the college.
Day 3 (4 th Oct, 2011)
The day started with the morning assembly followed by exercise and yoga session.
S. Vikramjit Singh, an Engineer and a leading social activist, gave a lecture on
preserving the environment. He enlightened the students towards contribution to a
healthy environment and emphasised preservation of wild life across the globe. In
his interactive session, he also motivated the prospective teachers to become role
models for future citizens. A movie was also screened showcasing the steps to
prevent water loss and other environmental hazards.
On the same, a rally was organised by the SPCA to sensitise the residents of the
village against cruelty towards animals. The General Secretary of the SPCA, Mr. J.C.
Kochchar flagged off the rally that was followed by a literacy drive. Ms.Pinki, a
former alumnus of the college conducted special classes on Tie and Dye. She
demonstrated various crafts in front of the Anganwadi workers and the village
women. A cultural evening comprising of various events was organised in the
evening that drew maximum participation from the students of the college.
Day 4 (5 th Oct, 2011)
The fourth day of the seven days NSS camp began with a lecture on importance of
Blood donation by the members of the Blood Bank Society. Mrs. Niti Sareen, social
worker, Rotary and Blood Bank Society Resource Center ,Chandigarh, deeply
associated with the cause of safe blood donation made the NSS volunteers conscious
about the importance of blood donation and encouraged them to come forward and
donate blood.
Dr. Daizy Zarabeer, social worker, Deptt. of Community Development and Disabled
Studies discussed the significance of learning life skills that included

Rational

Decision Making, Assertiveness, Effective Problem Solving, ability to weigh pros
and cons, critical thinking and negotiation skills and how they can be effectively
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applied in personal development. Mrs .Mohini Lumba and Mrs.Neena Singh active
volunteers of Sahayata Charitable Welfare Society,were also invited on the same day
who

enlightened the students about the causes

of cancer and motivated the

students to provide holistic help to individuals touched by cancer and to instil
confidence, hope and courage in the minds of patients and their family members.
A rally that began from Dronacharya Stadium with a motive to educate residents
about the need and importance of blood donation was also taken out by the NSS
volunteers. They distributed pamphlets regarding the same and also took out a
literacy drive as their routine activity. The day concluded with the clututral evening
presented by NSS volunteers.
Day 5 (6 th Oct, 2011 )
Ms. Kavaljeet Kaur, eminent Yoga Instructor taught the students about various yoga
exercises for coping up with the day to day stress and highlighted their significance
for a healthy life. In the afternoon, the NSS volunteers took out a motivational rally
at the adopted village, Dadu Majra to spread awareness about AIDS.They also
launched a door-to-door campaign to invite donors for the blood donation camp to
be organised the following day.Literacy drive remained a regular feature and was
also organised on the 5th day.The day concluded with a cultural programme.
Day 6 (7 th Oct, 2011 )
Blood Donation Camp
Day 6 was a busy and hectic day with a host of activities being organised at Daddu
Majra that included inauguration of various camps in the morning. A blood
donation camp in collaboration with blood bank society, sector- 37 was inaugurated
by Kunwar Vijay Partap Singh,an IPS officer as the Chief Guest of the event. Mr.
Singh was the first volunteer to donate the blood which boosted the morale of the
people present there to come forward for the great cause.NSS volunteers
People from the village and nearby areas participated in the cause with zeal and
enthusiasm. The college students volunteered for this noble cause, around fifty
donors donated blood.
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Free Eye Checkup Camp
Doctors from GMCH-32 examined the residents for eye check up. Around three
hundred villagers were examined and some of them were also reffered for eye
surgery to be conducted at the hospital. Free medicines were also given in the check
up camp.
Anti rabies and de-wormination Camp for Pets
Many residents within the vicinity of the village got their pets vaccinated for rabies
and de-wormination at the Animal Vaccination Camp organised by the college NSS
wing. Doctors from SPCA Sector 38 West Chandigarh vaccinated the stray dogs of
the village.
Tree Plantation Drive
A Tree Plantation Drive was another highlight of the day. The Guest of Honour on
the occasion was Sh. Bikram Rana , State Liasion Officer ,NSS, who along with
volunteers planted tree sampling at Dronacharya Stadium. Around twenty five
sampling were planted during the drive.
Sham-e-Ghazal ( evening session )
Sh.Bikram Singh Rana, State Liaison Officer, NSS,Chandigarh, and Sh. Arjun Dev,
Registrar, Higher Education,UT,Chandigarh launched an innovative project “NSS
Rainbow” which symbolizes the seven dimensions having various objectives related
to the betterment of society. Prof.RajeshMohan,Composer,Lyricist and Singer from
Faridkot entertained all by his melodious geet and ghazals.
The Valedictory Eve commenced with cultural performances and patriotic song
followed by a group dance and solo singing. A multimedia presentation was shown
to give an over view of activities and tasks undertaken during seven day and night
camp.
Sh. Bikram Singh Rana appreciated the NSS programme. officers Dr. Richa Sharma
and Mrs. Kiranjit Kaur for their new project “NSS Rainbow” which will be carried
out in the village Daddu Majra. Dr. (Mrs) Jyoti Khanna thanked all guests and
inspired the NSS volunteers to continue their social spirit in future.
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Day 7 (8 th Oct, 2011 )
Valedictory Function
The Valedictory function of the seven Day special camp was held at the college
premises with great zeal and enthusiasm. Princiapal, Dr.(Mrs). Jyoti Khanna
addressed the students and gathered their feedback on the seven days of the camp.
She thanked them for making the camp a success and encouraged them to learn
from their experiences at the camp. She also extended a heartfelt thanks to
programme officers , Dr. Richa Chhibbar and Dr. Kiranjit Kaur and said that without
their efforts and guidance the camp would not have been a smooth sail. Mr. Rohit
Bhandari , Lecturer in computer science and Accountancy delivered a lecture on
finance management.The programme officers congratulated the students for their
participation and motivated them to continue working in the same direction and
making the society a better place to live in. The camp concluded on a positive note
with the NSS volunteers and teachers exchanging greetings with each other.
Anti – Crackers Campaign
Before Diwali Anti Crackers Campaign - the proud initiative taken by the students
of the college to sensitize children of various Government Schools around
Chandigarh, towards limited or no use of crackers, a fascination for both the young
and the old alike. To draw attention of the students towards the alarming conditions
of the much suffering environment, various competitions cum informative sessions
were organized.
To begin with, the junior sections marched round the premises with the slogan, "Say
'No' to Fire crackers and 'Yes' to life!” A paper reading competition was organized
where students spoke about the harmful effects of Chemicals used in crackers & the
pollution it causes. The facts and figures emphasizing the hazardous effects
presented by children were an eye – opener.
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The students expressed their concern and grief towards the environment and
thousands of children employed in the manufacturing of crackers through their
colorful drawings in the poster making and slogan writing competitions.
The Pupil Teachers also enlightened the students with the regulations set up by the
Government to combat the menace and made them pledge to work towards a
healthy and greener environment. To keep up the spirit of the festival, Greeting card
making, diya decoration and Rangoli making competitions were also organized
focusing on creative, safe and healthier ways of celebrating Diwali.

World AIDS Awareness day (1.12.12)
World AIDS Day is important for reminding people that HIV has not gone away,
and that there are many things still to be done. With this motive, every year this day
is celebrated in the college. The red ribbon is an international symbol of AIDS
awareness that was worn by students of the college to demonstrate care and concern
about HIV and AIDS, and to remind others of the need for their support and
commitment. A number of activities including ‘tying of the significant Red Knot’,
‘Poster Making’, and ‘Slogan Writing took place to mark World AIDS Day to express
solidarity with those affected by the disease and to create awareness regarding the
spread of aids and its prevention.
International Animal Rights Day (10.12.12)
International Animal Rights Day (IARD) was observed in the college to sensitize
pupil teachers for the international acceptance of Universal declaration of Human
Rights, which states that humanity must respect all animals’ basic moral rights to
‘life, liberty and natural enjoyment’. Human’s ability to distinguish right from
wrong demands that one should act ethically towards other sentient beings. Various
activities were conducted in the college to achieve this motive that included
speeches, self composed poems and essay writing competition to remind human
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beings that every creature on the planet deserves to be treated with equal kindness
and respect. Dr. Jyoti khanna, principal of the college, while addressing the students
on the occasion requested that “start with something little and together we'll soon be
making a huge difference”, stop eating animals, buy cosmetics that are not tested on
animals. It only takes a second to check the back of the product for ‘not tested on
animals’. She further highlighted that millions of animals across the world are
deliberately harmed by human beings. Yet humans and animals share the same basic
senses, desires and emotions. All animals – not just humans – deserve the right not
to be tortured and murdered. The day was concluded by taking the pledge by all
“we will become their voice. We will fight for them, and we will win for them too.”

Observation of No Honking Day (16.1.12)
NSS volunteers of the College actively participated in ‘No Honking Day’ initiated by
State NSS Cell, Chandigarh. The NSS volunteers participated in an awareness drive
at traffic light points of Kissan Bhawan. They carried placards, passed out stickers
and pamphlets, and raised slogans. They also interacted with people driving on
roads and tried to persuade them to not honk unnecessarily and observe special
silence while crossing intersections, schools, colleges, hospitals and in the night. Not
only did they manage to send the message but also made it a pleasant experience.

Talk On Community Welfare by Indicorps (10.3.12)
NSS unit of the college in collaboration with INDICORP organised an informative
talk on community welfare and service. Mr. Dev a lead fellow with Indicorps gave a
brief overview of the organisation. Indicorps offers one or two year grass root
service. Fellowships for young professionals of Indian origin who want to make a
real difference in India. Fellows are responsible for implementing high impact
projects that have been defined by Indicorps, includes community development,
women empowerment, public health, education, children, youth etc. citing the
example of their projects. Divya, a non resident Indian and a Project Manager with
Indicorps, encouraged the students to come forward to join this mission that
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requires to challenge your base assumptions about development and yourself and
with deep commitment you can make a lasting difference and can create a positive
change within a community. She said that she was currently working on the project
‘Stitch’ a living for which she is required to stay with the residents of Janata colony
in Chandigarh. The aim of her project is to yield maximum financial benefits for the
women of the area. Kanwardeep another NRI and Project Manager said that every
individual must act as a catalyst for change and transform his understanding of
international development, India, service and self.
Srijana – 10 Days Workshop for Special Children (11 th May to 20 th May, 2012)
Srijana, a 10-day workshop was organised by NSS units of the college in which
around 40 special children from various institutes like Mother Teresa Missionaries of
Charity, Sec-23, Chandigarh, Savera – Short Stay Home, Institute for the Blinds,
Sector 26 and children of Bapu Dham colony participated in the workshop. Sh.
Bikram Singh Rana, State Liaison Officer, NSS cell, Chandigarh was the chief guest
in the inauguration ceremony. The special children were taught music, dance, art
and craft, bag stitching, pot painting, etc. during the workshop. Mr.Jasbir Gill,
theatre artist taught choreography to the children. On the concluding day, the
children presented a cultural programme and a skit on the theme of patriotism. The
articles prepared by the children during the workshop were also displayed in the
exhibition. The Principal, Dr. Jyoti Khanna, said that the workshop was the annual
feature of the college. The main objective of the workshop was to develop the inner
potential of these children and to provide them with a platform to express their
feelings. However, the children from various institutes also got an opportunity to
interact with each other and learn many things despite their disabilities. Mr. Parmod
Kumar, president, Yuvsatta, talked about various social evils prevailing in the
society. A picture on the theme of service to mankind was also shown on the
occasion. Mr. Jayra, Headmaster, Institute for the blind said that such workshops
were very beneficial for these children to boost their confidence. He congratulated
the principal for her commendable efforts. The Chief Guest Mrs. Rajani Mahajan,
State Pedagogical coordinator SSA, Chandigarh, appreciated the earnest efforts of
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the college to initiate such programme for the special children. The children were
also distributed small gifts as token of love.

15. Newly Recruited Teachers
No new teachers were recruited in this session.

16. Teaching – Non-Teaching Staff Ratio
Strength of Teaching Staff in Session 2010-11: 25
Strength of Non-teaching Staff in Session 2010-11: 6
Ratio of Teaching and Non-Teaching Staff in session 2007-08: 4:1 approx.

17. Improvements in the Library Services
Following Improvements have been made in the library services in the year 2011-12.
•

672 books were added in the year 2011-12

•

Rs. 2,04,737/- was expended on the purchase of books.

•

3 international and online journals were started namely, Learning disability
quarterly, Journal of positive behaviour interventions and Review of research
in education

•

There was no change in the number of magazines subscribed. (21 magazines)

•

Among the newspapers, Punjabi Tribune (Punjabi) was started and Ajit
(Punjabi) was stopped. Total of 12 newspapers were subscribed in session
2011-12.

18. New Books/Journals Subscribed and Their Value
Addition of books to DSCE Library (2011-12)
Year

2011-12

No. of Books
General

UGC

Book bank

UGC Book bank

Total

672

Nil

Nil

Nil

672
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Expenditure on Books (2011-12)
Year

Expenditure on Books (Rs.)

2011-12

General

UGC

Total

Rs. 2,04,737/-

----Nil---

Rs. 2,04,737/-

Expenditure on Journals (2011-12)
Year

Expenditure on Journals (Rs.)

2011-12

General

UGC

Total

Rs. 73,532/-

----Nil---

Rs. 73,532/-

19. Courses in which Student Assessment of Teachers is Introduced and the
Action Taken on Student Feedback:
•

Feedback of the faculty, methodology, subjects, infrastructure, courses,
subjects offered is taken every year. For this purpose two questionnaires
were, one general and another as specified by NAAC were given to
students to get the feedback.

•

Feedback forms were collected from students and then analysed.

•

Feedback of the students was also discussed in the staff meetings and
necessary action was sought.

•

Moreover the college has a fully functional Grievance and Redressal cell ,
looked after by a duly constituted committee, comprising of Dean and
senior teachers of the college.

•

A suggestion box has been kept in the college campus and suitable
remedial measures are taken on the suggestions and complaints lodged.

20. Unit Cost of Education
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Being an aided college, the fee structure is strictly as per Panjab University rules. The
fee structure for 2011-12 is as follows:
Fee structure for 2011-12
Monthly charges
Amalagamated Fund

5400

ASF

9600

Tuition Fee

4800

Misc Exp

1200
21000

Univ. Charges
Examination Fee

1900

Univ. Charges

535
2435

General Funds
Admission Fee

500

College Building Fund

1500

Electricity and Water Charges

3000

Furniture Fund

600

College Magzine Charges

500

I-Card Fee

100

SAF

500

Art & Craft

500

Computer Fee

1200

Stationary & Correspondence

300

House Examination Fee

700

Medical Fee

300

Red Cross Fund

50

Sports Fee (College)

300

College Development

1000
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Convocation/Prize

800

Distribution
Water and Sewerage Charges

500

College Diplidation Fund

600

College Security

1000
13950

Misc Charges
Book & Journal

600

Leave Application & Bus Pass

200

Edu. Tech. Charges

500

A/V Aids Charges

300

Lab Charges

600

Generator Charges

1200

Adding facilities to Exisitng 500
Sources
Seminar & Workshop

600

Workshop & work experience 200
charges
Campus

Maintenance 1000

Charges
Educational projects

100
5800

Science/H.Sci/F.Arts/Music

300

English

200

Parking Car

600

Scooter

300

Monthly charges
Amalagamated Fund

5400
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ASF

9600

Tuition Fee

4800

Misc Exp

1200
21000

Univ. Charges
Examination Fee

1900

Univ. Charges

535
2435

General Funds
Admission Fee

500

College Building Fund

1500

Electricity and Water Charges

3000

Furniture Fund

600

College Magzine Charges

500

I-Card Fee

100

SAF

500

Art & Craft

500

Computer Fee

1200

Stationary & Correspondence

300

House Examination Fee

700

Medical Fee

300

Red Cross Fund

50

Sports Fee (College)

300

College Development

1000

Convocation/Prize

800

Distribution
Water and Sewerage Charges

500

College Diplidation Fund

600

College Security

1000
13950
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Misc Charges
Book & Journal

600

Leave Application & Bus Pass

200

Edu. Tech. Charges

500

A/V Aids Charges

300

Lab Charges

600

Generator Charges

1200

Adding facilities to Existing 500
Sources
Seminar & Workshop

600

Workshop & work experience 200
charges
Campus

Maintenance 1000

Charges
Educational projects

100
5800

Science/H.Sci/F.Arts/Music

300

English

200

Parking Car

600

Scooter

300

21. Computerization of Administration and the Process of Admissions and
Examination Results
Office Administration is fully computerized through Tally, MS-office, Photoshop
and Internet. Admissions are made following the norms of the Panjab Government
and eligibility criteria of the Panjab University through centralised counselling
through an entrance test for B.Ed and M.Ed. Transparency was maintained through
displaying the allotment of seats to the students. Examination is conducted by
Panjab University annually as the date sheet set by the University. The final results
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are declared by the Panjab University on their official website, www.puchd.ac.in
which are also displayed on college website www.devsamaj.org

22. Increase in the Infrastructural Facilities
In the session 2011-12, no major infrastructure changes were made.

23. Technology Upgradation
The college has a well furnished Educational Technology Lab with almost all the
modern technological facilities such as

LCD Projector, Whiteboards, projection

screens, slide projector, DVD, compact disks, Internet Wi-fi facility, TV, and
computer generated media.
The list of items in Educational Technology lab upto 2011-12 is as follows:

List of material in Educational Technology Lab upto 2011-12
Movie Camera

1

Digital Camera

1

Charts
•

English

7

•

Social Studies

19

•

Science

9

Laptops

3

LCD Projector

2

Maps

49

Overhead Projectors (OHP’s)

6

Mike system

2

TV

1

VCR

1

Video Cassettes (Educational Films)

29

Audio Tapes
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Music System

1

Slides

19

CD ROMS

6

Slide projector
Display Boards
Projection Screen

6

HP Scanner

1

Speakers

2

Laser Printers

3

Stop Watch

1

Photostat Machine

1

White Boards
Black Boards
Video cassette recorder
Inkjet Colour Printer

1

Tata Photon (Wireless Internet)

1

Audio-visual systems in college classrooms are equipped with Overhead projectors,
projection screens and a wooden box for keeping the OHP safely.

There is facility

for LCD in the college hall, seminar room and Principal office as well.
All the audio-visual equipments are easily portable. Moreover there is provision of
technical assistance to handle the same.
The college has a well furnished Computer lab with 11 computers. Each year more
computers are added. In session 2010-11, 4 computers were upgraded in the
computer lab. In this session E-Beam, a technology to bring interactivity at any
surface was purchased for providing the environment of smart classrooms in the
college.
24. Computer and Internet Access and Training to Teachers and Students
In order to facilitate the ICT training of B.Ed., college is offering the following
contents with schedule:
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Sr.

Content

No.
1.

Number of Remarks
Students

Compulsory paper IV B

200

To

encourage

literacy

MS Office Components

computer

among

B.Ed.

Students

2.

Teaching of Computer Science

14-20

How to Teach Computers

(admission

To

facilitate

would

be

computer teachers

dependent)

3.

Computer Craft

50-60

development

Practical Sessions

4.

ICT enabled Teaching

Specialized computer skill

200

To enable B.Ed. Trainees
using

Delivery of lecture using ICT

computers

teaching

In order to cater the need college have the following facilities:
1. Trained Subject Teachers
2. Trained Support Staff
3. Well Equipped Computer Lab
4. Online resources : Website and email ID
5. CAI and CML based Teaching Learning strategies
Yielded output of the above is as given under:
1. Teacher trainees become ICT enabled
2. Students from non technical background show interest in technology
3. A pool of online resources is compiled
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in

4. Assignments and Submission have gone to online mode
5. File work and Hand written submission are reduced
6. Repetition of efforts is minimized
7. Scope of improvement and Feedback is widened
8. Evaluation is digitized
9. Concept of Comprehensive and Continuous Evaluation is implemented
10. Teacher’s evaluation has become practical and feasible
25. Financial Aid to Students
The college offers helping hand to the poor students. The very poor students were
given concession in their fee. They were also given free books from Book Bank.
The concessions given to the needy students in 2011-12 were:

Scholarships for the session 2011-12
Sr.No. Name

Roll No. Amount

Scholarship Received From

1.

23

DPI (Colleges) Punjab Chd.

Neeraj Kumari
Total

: Rs.44785/Rs. 44785/-

26. Activities and support from the Alumni Association
Alumni Meet 2011-12
Alumni members visit the college for their future career prospects as well as to avail
various library and computer facilities. They are also invited on various college
functions. Career talks are held from time to time. The alumni meet of ‘Sangam’
(alumni association) helps to strengthen the relationship among the alumni
members, orient and enhances their potential and provides a stronger educationspecific platform.
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Career Prospects in New Zealand (9.9.11)
A Program on various career opportunities in New Zealand in the field of education
for past and present batches was organised in the college. Dr. (Mrs) Jyoti Khanna
welcomed Ms. Ruth Barnes, Head of Department of Education of Waiariki, Institute
of Technology, Rotorua, New Zealand. She informed the prospective teachers about
existing careers and a stimulating work place after graduation in the institute. She
focussed on the one year Diploma in Early Childhood Education that would help
students develop a range of knowledge and skills across key elements of early
childhood education allowing them to progress into employment. Ms. Barnes also
gave an insight into the environment of New Zealand and add that the country
assures a safe and memorable experience for foreign students. She satisfied the
queries of interested students and explained the procedure for applying overseas.
Prof. Dharendra Tayal, Mrs. Jagdish bains (Principal Dev Samaj College of
Education, Ferozepur) and Kumari Satyawati, Chairperson Dev Samaj College of
Education, Chandigarh were also present on the occasion.

27. Activities and Support from the Parent-Teacher Association
Mat Pita Santaan Divas (18.2.12)
Mat Pita Santaan Divas is a unique way of celebrating parent’s day in Dev Samaj
tradition. It provides an opportunity to students to pay tribute to their parents who
have selflessly given their best for the happiness and betterment of their children.
The programme commenced with a group song “Shradha Bhajan” presented
beautifully by the students of Dev Samaj. Dr. (Mrs.) Jyoti Khanna, Principal of the
college, along with Dr. (Mrs.) Richa Chhibbar, welcomed the chief guest Smt. Raj
Bala Malik, the Mayor, U.T. Chandigarh. The principal gave a brief introduction of
Dev Samaj Dharam and highlighted the achievements of the college during the past
one year. In her address to the gathering, she requested the prospective teachers to
preserve and carry forward this auspicious tradition and inspired the students to
strengthen the roots of the Indian culture. Sh. Nirmal Singh Ji, Chairman and
Secretary, Dev Samaj Society was the guest of honour. He said that parents provide
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us with unconditional love which must be reciprocated equally by the children.
Students also expressed their gratitude, love and affection towards parents in the
form of speeches, poems and songs. A skit entitled “Maape” was also presented by
the students, expressing their gratitude and respect for their parents. Smt. Raj Bala
Malik, the Chief Guest, appreciated the efforts put in by the entire faculty of Dev
Samaj in making the auspicious occasion of Mat Pita Santaan Divas a success and
inspired the future teachers to carry forward the legacy of the college to various
educational institutions that is preserving the rich Indian culture. In the end,
students garlanded their parents as a token of love and respect for them.

28. Health Services
Health of our students and the faculty is the biggest concern of our institution. For
this purpose the college doctor Dr. Veena Gupta, is always available on call. A First
Aid box containing general medicines for the students are readily available in the
college. The other seminars, lectures, awareness camps and training sessions
organised in this session concerning the health of the students were:

Session on Yogic Excercises
On 6th Oct, 201, Ms. Kavaljeet Kaur, eminent Yoga Instructor taught the students
about various yoga exercises for coping up with the day to day stress and
highlighted their significance for a healthy life.

Free Eye Checkup Camp
On 7 th Oct, 2011, Doctors from GMCH-32 examined the students and residents of
adopted village Daddu Majra for eye check up. Around three hundred people were
examined and some of them were also reffered for eye surgery to be conducted at
the hospital. Free medicines were also given in the check up camp.
Interactive Session on Breast Cancer (9 th Feb, 2012)
In an effort to raise awareness and reduce the stigma of breast cancer through
awareness on symptoms and treatment a lecture on “Breast Cancer Awareness and
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Prevention” was delivered in the College by Dr. Gurpreet Singh, Head Of
Department, General Surgery, PGIMER. He said that the impact of fast changing
society on our health is becoming quite impossible, he recommended screening and
early detection exams that help to detect Cancer at an early stage when it is easier to
treat. He further suggested breast self exam, clinical breast exam and mammogram.
He also discussed on risk factors that included older age at first birth, personal
history of breast cancer etc.

29. Performance in Sports Activities
Sports Achievements of the Year 2011-2012
The college is known in the region for its commendable achievements in the field of
sports also. In Panjab University ‘C’ Division Inter-college Competitions for the year
2011-2012, our College had the won the “Overall General Trophy of Panjab
University for the best performance in sports for this session. The college feeded six
teams for different competitions and won Overall General Trophy of Panjab
University for the best performance in sports session 2011 –2012 was bagged by the
college students. They also won Gold medal in Basket ball, Gold medal in Table
tennis, Silver medal in Kho-Kho, Silver medal in Badminton and Silver medal in
Yoga.

The Annual Sports and Athletics Meet (29th Feb, 2012)
Dev Samaj College of Education, Sector 36-B, Chandigarh conducted the XXX1
Annual sports and Athletics meet at the College campus. The Principal, faculty and
students of the College welcomed and greeted the Chief Guest Sh. Nirmal singh ji,
Counsellor & Chairman of Dev Samaj Institutions Chandigarh. The Chief Guests
unfurled the flag and declared the meet open. In his inaugural address to the
enthusiastic participants, he emphasised the significance of physical education in
students, life and stated that it is the best way to channelize the energy in a fruitful
way.
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The day set off with the march past by the student contingent of the college.
Participants thronged the sports ground along with their captains took the oath. The
track and field events included 4 x 50mts Relay Race, 50m and 100 mt race, Short
put, long jump, Tug of war, Three-legged race, ‘Chatti race’ and Sack-race in which
a large number of students participated. Various fun games were also organised for
the faculty and supporting staff members of the college. Shikha Sharma was
adjudged as the best athlete and Shikha and Archana as the best sportspersons of the
year.
Mr. G. S. Bhatti, Assistant Programme Advisor, NSS Regional Centre, Govt. Of India,
distributed the prizes to the winners as a part of the closing and prize distribution
ceremony. Dr. Jyoti Khanna, Principal of the college congratulated the winners and
appreciated the efforts of Dr. (Mrs.) Neeru Malik and the participants. She remarked
that sport contests explore healthy avenues to release the youth’s capacities, develop
their physical potential, build self-confidence, will-power and goal setting
competencies and enable them to become self-motivated agents of social change to
serve the healthy interests of all.
30. Incentives to Outstanding Sportspersons
The outstanding sportspersons of the college are always given incentives in the
forms of attendance for the days in which students are practising and performing.
Besides the students are also honoured for their contribution in various sports
activities such as Yoga, Basketball, Table Tennis, Kho-kho and Vollyball during the
annual athletic meet.

31. Student Achievements and Awards
Every year the students of the college bring laurels not only in curricular but cocurricular areas as well. In the session 2011-12, the achievements were:
Results of the session 2011- 2012
Every year in all the three courses i.e., B.Ed., M.Ed., and Post Graduate Diploma in
Guidance and counselling, not only cent percent results are achieved but the
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students secure merit positions also. Carrying the legacy of excellence in academics,
this year also the college secured 100% results in B.Ed, M.Ed and PG Diploma in
Guidance and Counseling. Gagnita Chahal of M.Ed stood third in Panjab University
and 1st in the college. Shardha Sethi, B.Ed student stood first in college. Students of
Post Graduate Diploma in Guidance and Counselling also secured distinctions in
Panjab university examinations.

PANJAB UNIVERSITY ZONAL SKILL IN TEACHING COMPETITIONS
The students brought many laurels to the college by winning First prize in Teaching
of Punjabi, Teaching of Commerce, and Teaching of Home Science, Second in
Teaching of Music, Teaching of Science, Teaching of Mathematics, Teaching of Hindi
and Teaching of English and third prize in Teaching of Physical Education.
On the Spot Teaching Aid Preparation Competition
The awards won by the students in “On the Spot Teaching Aid Preparation “were
First prize in Teaching of English, Second prize in Teaching of Music, Teaching of
Home Science, Teaching of Science, and Teaching of Physical education and Third
prize in Teaching of Commerce and Consolation in Teaching of Punjabi.
PANJAB UNIVERSITY INTER-ZONAL SKILL IN TEACHING COMPETITIONS
The students won a number of awards in Inter Zonal Skill in Teaching Competitions.
The results are as follows first in Teaching of Home Science, Second in Teaching of
Commerce, Third in Teaching of Fine Arts. Students won many positions in “ On the
Spot preparation of teaching Aid”, that include First in Teaching of Commerce,
Teaching of Physical Education, Teaching of Fine , Third in Teaching of Music and
Teaching of Home Science
Awards in PANJAB UNIVERSITY Zonal and Inter-Zonal Youth and Heritage
Festival
It is matter of great pride that the student won prizes in a number of events in Zonal
and Inter Zonal Youth and Heritage Festival. The students bagged First prize in
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Quiz, Second in Group Bhajan, group Song and Collage Making and Third in
Elocution and Luddi. Consolation prize in Creative writing.
Annual Prize Distribution (17-05-2012)
The Annual Prize Distribution and Farewell Party for 2011-2012 batch of Dev Samaj
College of Education was organized in the college campus. The Chief Guest on the
occasion was Sh. Nek Chand ji, Creator- Director, Rock Garden, Chandigarh.
Shriman Nirmal Singh ji, Secretary, Dev Samaj and Chairman of the college, Dr.
Sarita Mehta, Head Deptt of Hindi and Indian Culture, Rice University, Huston,
Texas and Dr. Manjula Kataria, Principal, Aryan Group of colleges, Banur, Distt
Patiala were the Guest of Honor on the occasion. The program began with a
welcome address by Dr. Jyoti Khanna, Principal of the college. She presented the
highlights of the annual collage report.
Sh.

Nek

Chand

gave

away

the prizes to

the

students

for

their

academic excellence, participation in co curricular activities, for their commendable
social work during an extremely successful session. Sh. Nirmal Singh Ji in his
address congratulated the awardees of the session. He appreciated the work done by
the students throughout the year and he focused on the harmonious development of
the students by adopting the concept of unlearning. To mark the end of a very
successful and dynamic year, the annual Prize distribution was followed by a
farewell party.
32. Activities of the Guidance and Counselling Unit (2011-12)

Visit to Employment Exchange Office, Sector 17, Chandigarh: 17th March 2011
Students of PGDGC visited employment exchange and guidance bureau under the
supervision of Ms. Neha Chopra. The purpose of the visit was to observe the
working of employment exchange office. Mr. Parveen Kumar, the employment
exchange officer provided the necessary information about the bureau and its
functioning. The office has a secretary employment, home secretary, a regional
employment

officer,

two

sub-regional
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employment

officers

in

university

employment information and guidance bureau, P.U and Special employment
exchange for physically handicapped and two employment officers in vacancy
section and vocational guidance respectively. The main function of this is to register
the applicants and sponsor them against notified vacancies and employment
counselling to the job seekers and collecting information from the establishments in
the organised sector under employment market information programme of national
employment service.
Individual and Group counselling Sessions on “Emerging Careers” at Govt.
Model Sr. Sec School, sector 22-D, Chandigarh: 21st Nov 2011
Students of PGDGC visited Govt. Model Sr. Sec School, Sector 22-D, Chandigarh
and interacted with class X students and gave awareness about emerging careers
with the help of posters, multimedia projector and explained to them about their
abilities, interests and attitudes. They also provided written information, followed
by distributing feedback forms filled by class X students. Information displayed
through charts by them was well appreciated by all the children.
Visit to Prayas- Rehabilitation centre for handicapped children: 26th Feb 2012
A visit to Prayas- Rehabilitation centre for handicapped children was organised for
the students of PGDGC as one of the practicum visits under the curriculum. The
coordinator of the organisation Mr. B.D. Taneja gave a brief working of the
organisation. The students visited various sections of the organisation and interacted
with the psychotherapist Dr. Vibha Mittal, occupational therapist Dr. Vinay Kumar,
Clinical Psychologist Dr. Alka Sharma, Special Teacher Mrs. K.C. Srivastava and
speech therapist Dr. Gobind Kaur. The students of PGDGC interacted with
differently abled children and observed how the institute is helping them with
special education, special teachers and special classrooms as well. The facilities are
given under special guidance of doctors trained in PGI and well trained staff.
Children with difficulty in speech, hearing, psychiatry and ENT problems and
special needs visit Prayaas for sure benefits.
Visit to “Savera”, A Short Stay Home, Chandigarh: 7th March 2012
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A visit to “Savera”, which is a Short Stay Home, for the women who are dejected by
the society. It had 15 inmates at the time of visit. The students of the college
celebrated Holi, the festival of colours. The inmates offered sweets made by them.
The students in turn gifted them cookies and fruits. The caretaker and the counsellor
were very happy and thanked the college for the nice gesture.
Two week Internship programme: Jan 2012-April 2012
A Two week Internship programme was attended by all the students of PGDGC at
different institutes of Chandigarh. The students worked as trainees as they attached
themselves with school, an institution or a young agency under an experienced
onsite councillor for the stipulated period. During the period of internship, the
students planned and undertook work related to planning and execution of
guidance and counselling activities. Various institutes where the students worked
were:
1. Prayas- Rehabilitation centre for handicapped children, Sector 38-B,
Chandigarh.
2. Govt. Home Science College, Sector 10, Chandigarh.
3. Indian Council for Social Welfare, Karuna Sadan, Sector 11-B, Chandigarh.
4. Satluj Public Scool, Sector 2, Panchkula.
5. Reality Foundation Drug Rehabilitation Centre, Kurali.
6. Adarsh Public School, Sector 45, Chandigarh.
7. St. Xaviers School, Sector 46-B, Chandigarh.
8. Govt. Sr. Sec School, Kaimbala, Chandigarh.
9. Indian Council for Social Welfare, Punjab State Branch, Industrial area, Phase
7, Mohali.
10. Advanced Child Care Centre, Sector 49-B, Chandigarh.
33. Placement Services Provided to Students

Two-day National Workshop on Career Counselling, Personality Development and
Emerging trends in Job Market (Aug 26-27, 2011)
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Students of PG Diploma in Guidance and Counselling visited Govt. Mohindra
College, Patiala to attend Two-day National Workshop on Career Counselling,
Personality Development and Emerging trends in Job Market. The workshop was
organised by Dr. Sangeeta Handa and and Dr. Roopa Saini. Many speakers from
different fields were invited and knowledge of career counselling was disseminated
by them in their respective field. The main objective eof the workshop was to
prepare the youth to meet their career related problems n the present and future
scenario. Emphasis was also given on personality development and art of effective
communication.
Talk on Employment Opportunities (28.2. 2012)
An informative talk on Employment Opportunities for the M.Ed and PG. Diploma
Students was organised by in the college premises. Mr. Praveen, Employment
Officer, Regional Employment Exchange, U.T. Chandigarh, briefed the students
about the procedure of registering with the Regional Employment Exchange and the
numerous benefits they could avail thereafter. He also threw light on the
qualifications and other requisites for different professions like, the Armed Forces,
UPSC, etc. It was an interactive session with students putting forth their queries
before the resource person.
Career Conference (23.4.12)
‘Career Conference’, was organised by the students of Post graduate Diploma in
Guidance and Counselling in the college campus. Eminent professional of various
fields and students from various schools and colleges were invited to attend the
conference. The main motive of the conference was to make the students, aware
regarding the latest emerging trends in India. For the purpose, students of PGDGC
prepared charts, posters, and PPT’s on the topics that included: Scientific
Photography, Footwear Designing, Criminology, Tele Medicine, Special Educators,
Naturopathy, Cyber Crime and event management. Every student presented their
respective topics and answered the quires posed by the students.
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Mrs. Anita Gupta (Asstt. Professor, Govt College of Arts, Sector 10), and Mrs. Gick
Grewal, eminent theatre personality presided over as the guest speakers for the
occasion. Mrs. Anita Gupta said that guidance is an essential component of
education that helps an individual gain the right perspective about his/her life. She
further said that counsellor is like a friend who would give an unbiased advice
regarding person’s problems at all levels, educational, vocational and personal. Mrs.
Gick Grewal, was of the view that theatre was not seen as a mainstream career
during the 1970,s but today’s youth was fortunate that theatre personalities are
chosen to work with people from all walks of life. Later, both the guests
acknowledged and appreciated the efforts done by the college students. Dr. Jyoti
Khanna (Principal) thanked the resource persons for motivating the students to take
guidance and counselling in all areas of life to broaden their horizons.

Campus Placement Drive
On campus placement drive and orientation for various

was organised in the

month of December by the college for the students of Masters of Education (M.Ed) in
renowned IT Company, Infosys Technologies Limited for various career
Opportunities in the field of education. The spokespersons on the occasion Prof.
Harpreet Singh, Director Corporate Affairs and Col. D. S. Mann, Associate Director
Training and Placement from Doaba Group of Colleges enlightened the teacher
educators about various job opportunities in the field of education as Instructional
Designers being offered by Infosys. They also gave an insight into the work culture
of Infosys and highlighted the procedure for applying online. The talk was
concluded with the answers to the queries of interested students.
Efforts of the Placement Cell
As the current session is in progress, following students of previous session i.e. 201011 were placed through the efforts of the college:
S.No.

Name of the student

Institution where placed
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1.

Anjana

Manav Mangal School, Sector 11, Panchkula

2.

Kiran Bala

Guru Ram Das B.Ed college, Jalalabad

3.

Navneet Kaur

Bal Niketan Sr. Sec. School, Sec 23, Chd

4.

Dimple Rani

L.S.M.S. Vidya Mandir, Khanna

5.

Neha

St. Bawra Public School, Ludhiana

6.

Geetika Kapoor

Saffron City School

7.

Ritu Dhiman

Golden Bells Public School

8.

Harjeet Kaur

TGT, under SSA

9.

Geetanjali

TGT, under SSA

10.

Himanshi Malhotra

ETT Teacher under SSA

11.

Pinki Pohala

N.B.N. Model School, Sec 29-B, Chd

12.

Jyoti

N.B.N. Model School, Sec 29-B, Chd

13.

Sunaina Devi

C.R.B. Public School, Sec 7-B, Chd

14.

Tanvir Kaur

A.C. National School, Zirakpur

15.

Rupinder Kaur

Paragon Sr. Sec. School, Sec 69, Chd

16.

Jyoti Sharma

NPS, Kurali

17.

Shalini Pathak

Adarsh Vidyapeeth

18.

Sapna

Govt. Middle School, Bihar

19.

Manjit Kaur

Paramount Internatonal Public school, Morinda

20.

Rupinder Kaur

Guru Govind Singh Vidya Mandir, Ratwara
Sahib

21.

Amarpreet Kaur

D.A.V Sr. Sec. School, Sec 8, Chd

22.

Vijeta Dahiya

Jatindra Public School, MM town

23.

Neha

Khalsa Public school, Ph I, Mohali

24.

Sandhya

Sanjivani Preparatory School, Sec 11, Chd

25.

Paramjit Kaur

Shvalik Publc school, Ph VI, Mohali

26.

Simran Kaur Dhatt

ODE Foundation, Sec14, Pkl

27.

Monika

GGSS School, Sec 18, Chd

28.

Rupinder Kaur

Gurukul International Public school, Kurali

29.

Maninder Kaur

GMS, Kandhola, Distt. Ropar
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30.

Manpreet Kaur

SD College, Barnala

31.

Rajnish

GMS, Kishangarh

32.

Mumtaz Hussain

Summerfild School, Dehradoon

33.

Simran Kaur

Govt Model School, Ph 5, Mohali

34.

Shradha Sethi

GD Goenka Public school, Gurgaon

35.

Malvika Singh

Strwberry Fields World School, Sec 26, Chd

36.

Charanjit Kaur

Govt Sn. Sec. School, Sangrur

37.

Tripta Kaushal

Shaheer Public school, Maloya, Chd

34. Development Programmes for Non-Teaching Staff
The non-teaching faculty is always encouraged to pursue higher studies and
activities for their professional growth. The non-teaching staff attended all the
seminars held at the college.

Employer-Employee Day (3.5.2012)
Employer employee day marks the celebrations of one of the sixteen relationship
days under the aegis of Dev Samaj as advocated by founder of Dev Samaj, Bhagwan
Dev Atma ji. It is a day marked to appreciate the role of every employee and an
acknowledgment of the fact that the exemplary work of each employee is essential
for the efficient functioning of the institution. Sh. Nirmal Singh ji Secretary, Dev
Samaj and Chairman of the college emphasized that cordial relationship between the
Employer and the employees helps in uplifting the institution in various dimensions.
One should do his best by remaining within his own domains. Dr. (Mrs.) Jyoti
Khanna, Principal of the college appreciated the coordinated efforts of the staff
members in bringing the college to such heights. To mark the occasion, gifts were
distributed to the staff members as a gesture of appreciation and thanks.

35. Healthy Practices of the Institution
The college adopted the following healthy practices in 2011-12:
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•

Celebration of all important days, sensitization and awareness programmes

•

Providing

the faculty with opportunities for professional Growth and

Development
•

Training prospective teachers as peace educators

•

Extension Lectures on Research Methodology and Effective teaching

•

Providing consultancy services to various colleges of education for NAAC
Accreditation

•

Talks by experts on placement opportunities in India and abroad

•

Seminar-cum-Workshop on “Spiritual Intelligence”

•

Community Initiatives and outreach Contributions, organising NSS activities
and NSS camp

•

Blood donation and eye donation camp

•

Research projects taken, funded by Sarva shiksha abhiyan

•

Srijana – A 10 Days Summer Camp for Special Children

•

Participation of the students in decision making by electing students council
in a democratic manner

•

Carrying out students exchange programme with seventy students and four
teachers visiting our college from Dev Samaj College of Education, Ferozepur.

•

Educational Trip to Goa

•

Laurels in Panjab University Zonal Skill in Teaching & On-the Spot
Preparation of Teaching Aids competitions

•

Outstanding academic and sports achievements of the students

•

‘Maat Pita Santan’ Divas, a unique way of celebrating parents day

36. Linkages developed with National / International, Academic/Research
bodies

S.No. National

/ Event

Resource Person/ Date
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International,

Chief Guest

academic
/Research
bodies

1.

UGC

Sh. Vivek Pratap 23.7.2011

National

on Singh,

Seminar

IAS,

“Promotion of Director,
Human Values Technical
and Ethics in Education

2.

Govt

and

Teacher

Industrial

Education”

training, Punjab

Medical Eye

Donation DR

.S.K

College

and Awareness

Professor

Hospital

Sec Camp
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37. Any other relevant information the institution wishes to add:
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The institution plans to start the new certificate course in Human Rights from the
next academic session.
Part: C
Outcomes achieved by the end of the year
Plan: To highlight the issue of Human Values and Ethics and Spiritual Intelligence
in by organising UGC sponsored and CDC sponsored seminars.
Outcome: National Seminar on “Promotion of Human Values and Ethics in Teacher
Education” was organised on 23rd July 2011
Plan: To provide consultancy services to different education colleges regarding the
process for accreditation from NAAC
Outcome: National Interactive Program-cum-Workshop on “Expanding Horizons
for Quality Assurance: Preparation for Accreditation by NAAC” was organised in
the college on 21.8.2011.
Plan: To organise an orientation programme on Social Evils & Role of Education to
Eradicate them.
Outcome: The college organised an Orientation Programme on “Social Evils & Role
of Education to eradicate tem” on 20.9.2011 in collaboration with State Institute of
Education, Chandigarh for the prospective teachers.
Plan: To organise a workshop for revision of B.Ed curriculum, Punjab University,
Chandigarh.
Outcome:

A workshop for revision of B.Ed. Curriculum was organised by the

college on 13.12.2011.
Plan: To initiate research projects from Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan Society.
Outcome: Dr. Anita Nangia and Dr. Seema sareen have initiated a research project
titled “A study of Enrolment Rate in Primary and Upper primary Schools in
Chandigarh” Funded by Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan Samiti, U.T. , Chandigarh. They
have also initiated another research project titled “A Study of Dropouts in Primary
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and Upper primary Schools in Chandigarh” Funded by Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan
Samiti, U.T. , Chandigarh
Plan: To carry out activities for educational advancements in order to bring
excellence in academics and to bring all round development of the students.
Outcome:

In order to bring excellence in academics and to bring all round

development of the students, the college celebrated

important days,

carried

sensitization and awareness activities, organised seminars and workshops,
educational visits, career counselling sessions, guest lectures and ensured student
participation in P.U Zonal and Inter-zonal youth festivals and skill in teaching
competitions.
Part: D
Plans of the institution for the next year (2012-2013)
•

Focus on seminars

and Workshops on Stress Free Living and Positive

Thinking and spiritual Meditation
•

In a bid to make India Polio free country, the college proposes to carry Pulse
Polio Campaign in association with State NSS Deptt., UT Administartion
Chandigarh

•

Creating students’ interest in sciences by organizing an educational trip to
Pushpa Gujral Science City

•

Strengthening placement opportunities for the students by inviting more
schools and other education related companies to the college

•

Strengthen faculty development programmes, like, research methodology,
professional growth of the faculty members, publishing research papers etc.

•

To initiate new community service and outreach projects

•

To focus on quality researches

•

Maintenance of regular college infrastructure such as Computer Laboratory,
Educational Technology Laboratory, Science Lab, Home Science Lab and
language Lab etc.

Signature of Coordinator, IQAC:
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Signature of Chairperson, IQAC:
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